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opportunity to pursue this research. Many lhaaks tc Professor H3i Titu




te passive target motion analysis proDlem is defined as trie estm
tion of the velocity ana position of a target oased on passive
measurements acquired from sonobuoys. Sonobuoys 3^9 capable : f re-
ceiving a noise corruptee .acoustic signature emitted by a target. This
signature is transmitted to an Ant i -Submarine Warfare(ASW) aircraft
where various combinations of amplitude, frequency, bearing and time
delay information can be obtained. Two of the primary information
sources used for passive target tracking are relative Doppler from the
target's radiated frequencies and bearing information from directional
sonobuoys. If the sonobuoy is a Directional Finding Acoustic Receiver
1 uu <*^hy uUULj, d ucdl ihLj ^dii l/c Ouiamcu nwii uicuuOy LO tile tdiuci. il LI )C
sonobuoy is either a D1FAR or a Low Frequency Acoustic Receiver (LOFAR)
buoy, the frequency spectrum of the acoustic signature can be determine:.
These two types of noisy measurements are nonlinear functions of the
target's position, course and speed.
T\i9 purpose of this research was to develop an operational algorithm
j ixacKiny suumai me3 ii uu an jiiuuumy piatiurm Dy uDSSi my . •..-•.
-"..-i'-m mpaeiirprriprif c Thi- alnnrifhrn wsiktip^ ^ -^^a tr^^kinn ~" imn-
• I _ I w.
_i ilJvwvul Vllld 1^^, I • ' I *s _. . w - I I L t 1 1 I I '.UWUIHCv -- w i w ! %v -w LJ uvf% >1 IV^ w > 1 < ' I _- I
liiclu i i.c.i uli cCl udliiy. 1I1 ui ucf LU UpcF ale, uie alUUi Uififi ic^uiic-3 ol >
initial estimated position, course, speed, frequency and an area oi prob-
ability for the target of interest. In a close tracking environment this
ini w men. ion would uc avdnauic inrouyn nurnan jperaiors, recriv'eG n jn
other tracking routines, or receivea from other external sensors.
Since the noisy measurement equations art nonlinear, nonlinear filter
theory must be applied to the tracking algorithm. The Extended Kalman
filter theory represents, in principle, an ideal solution to this type of
problem. The filter provides
1. For the use of any number, combination and sequence of external
measurements,
2. its own error analysis,
3. A structure which is recursive,
4.
The ability to reconstruct the entire state vector from a noisy
measurement .
3. A form of linearization
The discrete time version of the Extended Kalman filter is developed in
^'
computers.
Before the filter theory of Kalman can be applied to the problem, the
system and measurement models must be developed. From the geometry of
the target-sonobuoy problem, the target's equations of motion and noise-
free measurement equations are defined in Chapter II.
in Chapter III, the theoretical background and assumptions used in
Tho rji<
1 I ic u I
Extended Kalman Filter is then applied to the passive acoustic tracking
derivinq the discrete Extended Kalman Filter are presented.
problem. in the final subsection of Chapter 111, the problem of
maneuvering and divergence control is presented. Sustem modeling errors
5
occur when the target undergoes a maneuver. These modeling errors may
cause the filter to diverge. In order to prevent divergence and to accom-
modate maneuver, an adaptive control method is developed.
in Chapter IV, the concept of error ellipsoics is developed. Error
ellipsoids provide significant information aoout the estimated position.
Also, the error ellipsoids are useful in visualizing the estimation error
Chapter V discusses the development and implementation of the multi-
pie sonobucy tracking algorithm. The algorithm is divided into three
modules.
1. The track module generates noise-free track data.
2. The observation nodule receives the noise-free track Cola generated
Dy the track module and simulates noisy measurement data for input
to the tracking algorithm module.
jI. The tracking algorithm module receives noisy measurement data and
generates estimates and predictions.
in Chapter VI, five scenarios are presented to demonstrate the per-
formance of the algorithm. The final Chapter summarizes the results of
this research and presents the conclusions and recommendations <or
i Uf ;. i ici oluuy.
M PDf^Pi CM CTATCMCMT
<"*.
-J i -j i Li i i iOl'Ll.
Consider the target(submarine)-observer(sonobuoy) encounter in me
two airnensional plane as shown in Figure (2-1 ).[Ref. i ; p. 3] The x and y
components of the target velocity, v
t
are denoted vxt and vyt, while the x
and y components of the target and observer positions are denoted x t , s,>.
x D , and u D respectively. The course of the target is ©* and the bearing
from tne observer to the target with respect to North is 9. The distance
tiUfil the UUOci yci IU u ifc tdf Ucv lo
r - /, - c vUi- ~Uh)' -
Since the doppler shifted frequency is used as an observable, it is also
necessary to estimate the rest frequency of the emitter on the target, in













Note that otner reference frames or state vectors can De used to s:;"t
this problem. This modes was chosen oecause it is simple enough to vor\
with mathematically, yet sufficiently detailed to describe r ne target =
10
motion. The notation usee throughout the tresis is that vector quantity
are lower esse letters ana underlined ana matrices 3-'& given .-peer ca*















Figure 2-1 Target- Observer Encounter
J. Discrete Time Estimation
Toe advances in digital computer technology and development of
Kalman filtering technicjues make it possible to obtain a st>'aiG r,r forward
recursive solution to a real-time estimation probiem, itw^ types "
estimation problems are shown in Figure (2-2). The ^screte t'mp susterr
involves estimatinq me state variables of the sustem at time t, based
upon a sequence of observations taken up to an including time t, . Tne
problem is termed filtering when t. k = ti ; smoothing when t k < t; ; ana
prediction when U > t,. [Ref. 2 : p. 3] Since the orimaru purDOse of this
work is to develop an algorithm for tracking submarines, only the filter mo
11
ana prediction proDlems are considered,
discrete time tk and tk+1 be defined as
- t -
1









Figure 2-2 Three Types of Estimation Problems
(estimate desired at time t k )
2. Target, Maneuvers
it is assumed that all maneuvers are imparted by white random
forcing functions, as depicted in Figure (2-3), let the random variables
6\r and 8Q t represent the following:
d vf = acceleration along the target's course








Figure 2-3 Geometry of Target Maneuvers
Also let tne random variable d fo represent the change in frequency. The
quantities £
vt , £ et ,and d fo are random changes of the target which dr^
assumed to De independent and zero mean
ElS^Ck)] = expected value of <$ vt(k)
= E{6to(V i] = E[5fik)l = for all k > Q . i"2-4)









Further it is assumed that the random variables remain constant over the
discrete time interval T (i.e., a random walk). The following values for
the standard deviations were taken from estimated maneuvering
parameters for the target, [Ref. 3 : p. 39]
13
CV.t - J.U i M3/ "-.
<7h* ~ 0.1 degree/sec
cr} - 0.00 1 hz/ sec .
_
Hence the variances are
cr;. t
:
= (0.0lkts/sec)2 = 410.8 vds 2/min4
<r'ex
2 = (O.ldeg/sec)2 = 0.01096 rads 2/min2
(t;- 2 = (OOOihz/sec)2 * 0.0036 hz2/rmn2
These values are used in the scenarios in Section VI .
Using the definition of T and the equations of motion in the x-y
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x t(k) T-vyt(k) + g,(^vt,^ etfk)
Ljt(k) + T-VytCk) - g 3(^ vt^ et,k)
v
yt(K) - g4(d vt/ <? et>K)
f (kj grf^fj
Theie random forcing function terms g; trough g5 are included tc
account for random changes in speed, heading ana frequency *vhich car
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wnere w, represents the rate of change of speed and heading witn
respect to the x component.
w 2 represents the rate of change of speed and heading with
respect to the y component.
W7 represents the rate of change of the frequency
component.
Hence, our system model is in the linear form
xj'k+O = $(k) • &(k) r(k) • w(k) (2-10)
where x(k) is the N x i dimensional state vector,
$(k) is the N x N dimensional state transition matrix,
w(k) is the M x ! dimensional vector of random forcing
functions,
r(k) is the N x M dimensional state forcing matrix.
k is the discrete time index representing time t k .
B. NOISE-FREE MEASUREMENT EQUATION
As a vessel moves through the ocean, it radiates an acoustic
signature. Information about the vessel can be obtained, if the sonoDuoy
receives the acoustic signature, as indicated in section !, a bearing to
tne rarnet can be determined from a DJFar sonoDuou. Tne freauencu
spectrum of tne acoustic signature can De found, if tne sonoDuoy is either
a DJFAR o^' lofap. The floppier effect relates tne change in received
frequency at a sensor to tne relative motion between tne target arc
sensor. Thus from tne received acoustic signature, two different types of
measurements are available for determining position, course, and speed of
T;
"e target. In Cartesian coordinates, from Figure (2-1) tne noise-free






+ Ut - Xh^'Vyt + CurUbJ'v.jt
where vn is the spaed of sound in the water,





- sin e t is the speed along the x axis,
Vyt = v t
« cos 9 t is the speed along the y axis.
For underwater tracking the observed doppler shifts are quite small.
The speed of sound, vD , is approximately 3000 knots in the water so a 5
knot target has a velocity/speed of sound ratio of 5/3000 or
approximately 0.16*. This corresponds to t 0.5 hertz for a radiated
frequency of 300 hertz.
The noise-free bearing equation obtain from Figure (2-1) is
9 = tarH *f*b a- 12)
9t yb
vvnsrs <,an i j is ine inverse lanyeHi luiKiiuh.
C. MULTIPLE 50NOBUOY PROBLEM
Figure (2-4) illustrates the geometry of the multiple sonobuoy problem
[Ref. 4*p. 256], As discussed in Subsection ii.B, a D1FAR buoy can provide
a bearing and frequency measurement. While a LOFAR buoy can provide only
a frequency measurement. The reference point in Figure (2-4) can
represent any latitudeCy coordinate) and !ongititude(x coordinate). The
16
target's position and sonoDuoy positions are in relation to the reference
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The purpose of the Kaiman filter is to keep track of the state of the
system by means of a sequence of noisy measurements. Conceptually, this
technique may be viewed as a method to systematically recuce the
measurement errori associated with the observations of the target's
acoustic signature to determine an optimal estimate of the target's
position and motion.
When both the system and measurement models are linear functions of
the state variables the Kaiman filter is the appropriate technique to use.
as given in section II, the discrete time Kaiman filter dynamic system is
described by the state equation
xik+l) = *(k)-2i(k) + r(k)-w_(k) (2-10)
and the measurement equation is related to the state oy
z(k) = H(k)-x(k) * v(k) (3-D
where x(k) is the N x 1 dimensional state vector,
$(k) is the N x N dimensional transition matrix,
w(k) is the M x l dimensional vector of random forcing
functions,
r(k) is the N x fl dimensional state forcing matrix,
Z' 1
,
1 is the P x ! dimensional measurement vector,
F' > ) is the P >: n dimensional measurement matrix,
v(k) is the P x i measurement noise, and
k is the discrete time index representing time tk .
13
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Looking at equations (2-10 and (2-12) it can De seen that our meas-
urement equations are nonlinear functions of the state variables. The
nonlinear measurement model becomes
ZOO = nOi(k),k) y(k) (3-2;
where the measurement, z(k), is a function, H(n(k),k) of the state variables
plus some noise (i.e. error), y(k). The h(xfk).k) must De "linearized." This
is accomplished by expanding h in a Taylor series about the best estimate
of the state at the time and only the first order terms ar^ kept [Ret.
3 : p.34j and [Ref. 2 : p,132], The application of the Kalman filter to the
nonlinear case is called the Extended Kalman filter. Higher order, more
precise approximations to the optimal nonlinear filter can De acneived
using more terms of the Taylor Series expansion for the nonlineanties,
and by derviving recursive relations for the higher moments of state
variables. For a derivation and additional discussion of Extended Kalman
filtering the reader can refer to [Ref. 2;pp. 1 30-225] or [Ref 6 :pp. 219-
292]. The following will be a summarized discussion of the discrete
Extended Kalman filter equations. The linear form of equation (3-2; yields
ZOO = Hik)'x(k) + y(k) (3-3a)
^nerr H(k) = 9h(jt(k),k
dx(k)
i
xu.) = x(k |k-l.) (3-3D.J
v>.
; is the M x 1 dimensional estimate state aiisr me ktn measurement,
_r |k-i) is the N-dimensional predicted vaiues of the state vector before
the ktn measurement. That is
x(k|k-l) = $(k)-£(k-1 |k-l) . (3-4)
19
i e iUiivr> lity abbuiilpi. (ijiio die indue-
The measurement noise is zero mean ana is uncorrelated v* itt
covariance R(k)
E[y(k)] = 0, for all KM)




s R(k)-<5 kJ, for all k.j >,0.
2. The random forcinq function is zero mean and uncorrelated with
covariance Q'(k)
E[w(k)] = 0, for all k»o (3-6a)
E[w(k)-w())T] = Q'(kJ'dkj for a!! k,j»0. (3-6b)
3. Tne random forcing input and measurement noise are uncorrelated
E[w(k)-v(j)T3 = £[v(j)-w(j)T ] = for a!! k f j> 0. < 7-
4. The initial state is a random variable v/itn known mean and co-
variance
and
EflaKO) - sJoHaW) - £olT} = P(oj-i) = p . f 7_C
5. The initial state and measurement noise are uncorrelated
E[x(0)-y(k)T ] = E[y(k)-x(0)T ] = .for all k> 0. (3-10)
6. The random forcing input and initial state are uncorrelated
E[w(krx(0)r ] = E[x(0)-w(k)T ] = for all k» . (3-1 I)
The state estimation error vector x('k) is define by the estimated state
vector minus the true state vector
x(k) = x(k Ik) - x(k) . '3 _1 2.)
i
and the predicted state estimation error vector is defined by the predicted
state vector minus tne true state vector
x(l< I k - 1 ) = xXk k- 1 ) - x(k) . (3-13.)




_ 1 - Cl ' •
"*'•
I Tl 7 _ • ]
r ,r i • i ; - i_i. A\rJ a\n; / . ,J I -f,J
and the predicted covanance of state error matrix is
P(k|k-1) = E{£(k|k-!)-£(k|k-l)T } (3-15)
The state excitation covariance matrix is Given by
Q(k) = r(k)-E{w(k)-w(k)T}T(k)T (3-16)
= r(k)-Q'(k)T(k) T
.
if the estimate is selected to have the form
x(kjk) = xlk|k-1) G(k.Kz(k) - hi' xlkjk-1))] (3-17)
and [\'>e optima! estimator is defined as the one that minimizes the sum of
the variances of estimation ^ror, i.e.
t lAjU.-l / * L i.A.2\Kj / + ... + L lAnvf, ; f
then the optimal estimation gains art those which satisfy the equations
6(k) = P(kjk-1)*HT(k) • [H(k)-P(k|k-l)'H T(kj *R(k)r1 (3-18)
P(k|k) = fI-G(.k>H(k)3 P(k|k-1) C3-13)
P(k+1 |k) = <Kk>P(k|kH(k)T + Q(k) (3-20J




1 ) = Xo
.
(3-20
it can be shown that the optimal estimate x(k | k) is unbiased i.e.
E{[x(k|k)-x(k]]} = foraimo. (3-22)
and the initial condition is
E{[xJO)-x>[xjO)-xJ T} = P(0|-1) = P . (3-23)
in summary, Table 3-1 defines the discrete Extended Kalman filter al-
gorithm for the linear state equation (2-10) and the linearized measure-
ment equation (3-3). Equations (3-17), (3-13, (3-19), (5-4), and (3-20)
comprise the Extended Kalman filter recursive equations. [Ref. 2 : u. 190]
Once the loop is entered, it can be continue ad infinitum, in principle 3t
n
1
ast. Tne pertinent equations and the sequence of computational siep:
shown in Figure (3-0.aro c
able 3-1 SUMMARY OF KALMAN EQUATIONS
SYSTEM MODEL: x(k+l = *(k)&(k) - T(k)w(k)
where w(k) ~ N[0, Q'OO]
MEASURE MODELS Z(k) = h(x(k),k) + y(k)
where y(k) ~ N[C R(>.)]
u- 1 j
INITIAL CONDITIONS^ x(0) ~ N[x\,
,
PHO ' J-0 J (5-oj anu is-s)
OTHER ASSUi"iPATlONS : E[vv(kVy(!)T ] - for all k.U 0. I .}- /
GAIN EQUATION:
(3({<j = p(y i K-i i-H T'k >-[H(k)-P(k I k-'i )'H Tf k I +R(>. >l"1
ERROR COVARIANCE UPDATE EQUATION:
P(k|k) = [I-e(k)'H(k)]-P(k|k-D
STATE ESTIMATE UPDATE EQUATION:
£(k
I
k) = x(k | k- 1 ) + 6(k)'[z(k) - h(x(k | k-1 ))]
ERROR COVARIANCE PROPAGATION EQUATION:
Plk+llk) = *(k)-P(k|k)-*(k)T + Q(k)
CCT'M a Tr/> fC IN PROPAGATION:





H(k) = &h(x(k ) tk)
9x(k) x(k) = x(k !kH i 5-30)
on
Enter prior estimate x(k|k-1) and
its error covariance P(k|k-1)
i
Evaluate H(k)= ah(x(k),k )
8x(k) x(k) = x(k|k-1)
v
Compute the Kalman gain :
G(k) - P(k|k-1)H(k)T [H(k)P(k|K-1)H(k)T+ R(k)] -i
i
Update estimate with measurement z(k) :
x(k|k) - x(k|k-1) G(k)[z(k)-h(x(k|k-1))l
±
Compute error covariance update




P(k+l|k) = *(k)P(k|k)$(k)T+ Q(k)
T
Increase k by 1 and continue until
stopping point is reached
Finnic >- 1 k qlrfisn Pi 'tor Rp^lir^iyp ! ODD
23
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Kalman filter to the passive acoustic tracking problem will oe discussed.
Given the system and noise-tree measurement models developed in Section
II, we will derive the random forcing function w(k), the state excitation
covanance matrix Q(k), the measurement equation z(k), and the
measurement noise covariance matrix R(k).
I . hdlHJ«Jlll lUlCiliL) lUII^ClUII
From equation (2-10) the vector w(k.) represents the effect on the
states of the random forcing function and may £>e calculated from equa-
tions relating vxt and v yt to the target heading, 6 t , and velocity. v t . From
Figure (2-1.) the velocity in the x direction is
— * *
•'•f ~ v xt ~ V t °"' °t • - -^
'
Different! ateted equation (2-8) gives




= Vt - 8+- cos 8 t * Vt • sin 8t . (3-25.)
where sin 8* = v x t
COS 8 t = Vyt__ •
v
t
_e rr <no s^- ;
:
, af and v. - s.,t ano substitutinq into equation (5-25). the





















w2 (^ = Ut = " v xt . Set + (vyt) ' &vt






Frorn en atinn P-4) and fhe assumDMons on fhe ;'''s we conc'uae that '•
is zero mean
Ebv(k)] - . (.5-3 1
1
T
rie ranaom forcing functions covanance matrix is
Q'(k) - E[w(kj-w T(k)l




Bw^k)-w<(k)] E[w 5(k)-W2(k)] E[w 3(k)
2
]
S;nce S vt , Setl 3ncl &fo are independent and zero mean
E[w,(k)-w 3(k)] = E[w 3(k)-w,(k)] =
(3-32)
di iu
Efw2(k)-W3(k)] = E[v,' 3(k)-w ;(k)] =


















Substituting equation (3-26) for /nikj and cancelling me cross terms, v _; r
v-3i iance 01 *viv.if.j De^orneo
-t.2 - / . \2 . pre 2i +v 2 . cr-: . 2i






7 cr - t
From equation (2-5) the variance simplifies to





The variance of w--(k) and w-rfk) can De found in similar fashion to qive
°y
2 = Kt)2 ' °vt2 + vxt2 ' a 9t: (3-36)
v t
Upon substituting for w/k), and w^'k), and simplifying the covar iance term
Efw^k )'Wo(k )] becomes








Substituting equations (2-21) through (2-25) into equation (2-19) the Q'(k)
matrix result is
v x v xy
q«(I() = EtoOO'&TOOl = OV
*y
/-J..2 n-sfti
state excitation covar iance matrix Q(k) must be known. The si^e oj
/•-pre o-; 2
,
Cy2 , a xCi are evaluated at the predicted values of v xt anc vyI .
2. State Excitation Covar iance Matrix
To compute the error covar iance propagation equation (3-19) the
z f Ctfk)
has a direct bearing on the magnitude of the P(k+I jk) [Ref. 2 : p. 761. The
possibility of a maneuvering target and mode! inaccuracies are taken into
account by the state excitation covanance matrix. As more and more data
is processed. Q(k) prevents the Kalman gains from approaching zero by
26
insuring some uncertainly in tne predicted state vector. From equal h
(3-16), the state excitation covariance matrix is
Q(k) = r(k)-Q'(k)T(k)T . (3-16)
Substituting from equation (2-9) for r(k) and (3-38) for Q'(k) the state
excitation covariance matrix is
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3. Measurement Equation
From equation (.3-2.) the nonlinear measurement equation is
ZOO = tlO<(k),k) + y(k) (3-2)
As indicated in equation (3-3a) and (3-3b) the linear form of this equation
wnere
7(j< ) r hi> \-y(k i + y(k |
Ml i- I - /Shi v( k 1 l; )




SubstituUnG the doppier equation (2-1 ! i and bearing equation (2-12) ;
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tan"1
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k-1.) 3f d(k|k-!) 3f d(k|k-l) 9fjflc|k-J) 3f d(k|k-1)
k-1) 3vxtCk | k-1) 3y t(k|k-l) 3vMt(kjk-!) ) 3f (kjk-l)
ae(kjk-i) ae(k|k-u aeo i k-o aeftlk-r) aeftlk-u
3x
t
i'k;k-i) 3v vt(kjk-1) ay tfk|k-l) 3v t ,tCk j k- 1) ) 3f Ck I k- 1
)
(3-41)
"o simplify notation let
u(k
I
k-1 ) = [xt(k !k-l)-x b(!)]-v xt(k|k-l)*[y t(k|k-!)-y Dfi)]-v utfk ik- ! ; j ^ _
and usina from equation (2-1 ) the estimated ranoe
/ i>; +ik j k-1 rxhu)r*Uit(k ! k'- I-!! .U)
whm''^ Kh(') an'"1 i'k(i! '5 the • 3nd u comDonents of the the 1 1 n sonoDuou '
the Dttoy pattern.
F(Y the freciuencu measurement, the Htc(k) component will De evauiated
first in order to reduce notation. The results of the partial derivatives of
2
1
:he frequency measurement evaluated at- tne predicted states /alues










vn + [mk I k-1)r
then
lid* ; = Ak v ,*(k i k - 1 )-r(k I k- 1 ) - u(k i k- 1 WxVk I k- 1 )-xh( i )]
r{v. k-1)
(3-44a
H12(k) = Ak' r(k|k-l)-[x t(k|k-l)-xb(OJ (3-44bj
W k-l)r(k|k-1) - u (k|k-l)-[y tCk|k-l)-x^i)]
r(k|k-1)
Ht 4(k) - Ak' r(k jk-l)'[y t(kjk- )-ybO)J (3- u>
Simiiarly, tne partial derivatives of tne Dearing angle measun
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To compute the Kalman filter gains, ins measurement noise co-
variance matrix R(k) must be Known. From Table 3-! and equation? '7-5.3
anc i3-5b) tne measurement noises, VfflO ana ve(lO are assumed to :e ze
1
"






where o f is the standard deviation of the frequency measurement noise
o e is tne standard deviation of the bearing measurement noise
as indicated by Mitschang [Ref. 3-*p. 43], the resolution of tto
freciuency measurement is equal to the inverse of the record length of ths
time signal. Various numbers from 0.02 to !,0 hertz were tested in ths
simulations. A typical value of the frequency standard deviation is
a* - 0.04 hertz 5-4"
The magnitude of the bearing measurement noise is a function of
the sional-to-noise ratio at the sonobuou, which is influenced bu several
environmental factors ano a function of tne signal D r'0'cesso'\ S'nce most
ni tns ctirnultgt lOn^ runs wpro <**Jo^o trgckind ^'"^n^' 1 OS 3 TUDl'"ai beapn.'1
'• *- ^v >*•• "^ ~ i" ™ " • , * *~- + 1 — . .I-V ". t i •-. I *-btd~H>a<' nw\> 3 'hi aiU 1-1 !i-
,t~ z + 5 ripQrPcs f3""4fti
D. MANEUVERING AND DIVERGENCE CONTROL
An unprecise model may cause the filter to diverge. Divergence
occurs when the calculated error covariance does not bound the actual
error covariance. In otherwords when the calculated covariance matr;:*
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error covariance. in otherwords when the calculated covanance matn:-
becomes too small or optimistic When the calculated covar-iance r.z:.r:
becomes small, hence the filter gam is small, subsequent measurements
have little effect on the estimate. So the estimated state arc the actual
state diverge because the system model in the filter is different than the
actual system model. Such model errors are due to the following:
1. Approximations that might be made to simplify the filter
computations
2. Limited knowledge of the physical system.
3. Computational errors resulting from the use of finite precision
arithmetic.
In order to prevent divergence and to accommodate maneuvering, the
oasic icea is to increase the calculated covariance matrix. P(k|k); since
mode! errors are compensated by a larger calculated covariance main:-:.
However, this increase in the calculated error covariance makes the filter
more sensitive to random errors in the "measurement process, often
resulting in poorer target estimates when the target ooes not undergo 5
maneuver, as a result, an adaptive control method has been devised to
increase the calculated error covariance only when the target has
maneuvered. Further details on divergence is delineated in by Jazwinski
[Ref.7-pp. 301-305] and Gelb [Ref. 2=pp. 277-31 1].
The first procedure used to prevent divergence and to allow for ma-
neuvering is the random forcing function w(k). As indicated in Subsec-
tion liI.C.2, Q(k) prevents the Kalman gains from approaching zero by
insuring some uncertainty in the predicted state vector.
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The second, maneuver ana divergence control procedure involves the
development of an adaptive gate. From equation (3-17) the difference
between trie actual measurement and the predicted measurement, is
defined as the predicted measurement residual error (called hereafter
predicted residual)
e(k|k-l)
-zOO - &0i(k|k-l) . (3-49)
Jazwinski [Ref. 7*-p. 271] provides the statiscal properties of the pre-
dicted residua! which are
z L ~-.i | r. I r< - , - -•'.- !
Z'k
I
k-1) = E[e(k|k-1-e(kjk-!)T ]
= H(k)-P(k!k-l)-H(k}T + R(k)
,
(3-51)
Therefore the predicted residual standard deviation is defined as




in order to allow for target maneuvers, we define an adaptive gate as





We can judge the performance of the filter Py comparing the predicted
residual to the adaptive gate. For each measurement the algorithm tests
the residual and lets the residual itself determine the appropriate random
... Cll I Li 1 Ul fCtlOl i
I c,(\c ! y- \ ) \ < "Z-c, i ^-^4^
I V • i i ! I i j J \s -7 V — ^ ' .-
7ne adaptive gate is adaptive in the following sense. As long as the
predicted residual remains less than the 3-c 7 value, tne random forcing
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function covariance matrix Q'flO remains as calculated by equation (3-32 .
When the predicted residua! becomes larger than the l-o z value :r,e filter
is diverging. To prevent divergence the variances of the random forcing
lUrK-UOPi leGUauun lo-cHJ) die IliUedaeu aS lOnuWS-
..2 r,cO'y' i IC'VY r lO'Cy OlCl ,
c^
2 new = lO'Oy2 old ,and
cv
2 new = 2'0fO old .
(3-55)
i neTfta constants in equation (5-55) were found h\i trial and error.
random forcing function covariance matrix increases, which increases
Q(k). When the. state excitation matrix, Q(k), increases, the covariance
matrix, P(k|k-i) increases. The covariance matrix causes the adaptive
gate to increase. Note H(k) and R(k) remain the same. Hence, the gate
opens the filter "to the incoming measurement. At the next iteration the
variances of the random forcing function reverts back to equation (3-34)
to calculate random forcing function covariance matrix ana the state
ex ici tat ion covariance matrix for the next measurement.
If the predicted residua! exceeds the adaptive gate three consecutive
times, the aiuoritnm is reinitialized to the onoinai estimated err"":' cq~
variance matrix. The reinitialized error covariance f or the simulations ir
c>ect ion VJ is
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Error ellipsoids dr$ useful in visualizing the estimation error, witn
them we can consider the true state value to lie within a certain region
surrounding the estimate .. This uncertainy is expressed in the covanance
of error matrix P(k
j
k). The concept of the error ellipsoid is summarized.
DEFINITION. Suppose the n -dimensional vector random variable x has a
multivariate gaussian distribution with a mean value of zero and covar-
iance E[x-xTj=P. The "error ellipsoids" are defined as n-dimensional sur-
faces of constant probability density. [Ref. 6*-p. 252]
The probability density function of x has the multivariate gaussian
form
f y(x) = (2Tirft/2 ! det P|-t/2.exp[-1/2(x T-p-1 -x)] (4-1)





.'."if •.. ic an diDILidry ^UnStdni. mIc iidiTiy ci i Uf bllipbUiU ^cFTifec u ul I
ine SUTid^te 01 COnStdnl uTuDaDniiu uenbluj. i ne 0U1 i a^<d IS a! i Si i ipSOiu, ii
P is a nonnegative definite matrix. The ellipsoids nave a simple prob-
abilistic interpretation. For a specified value of c the probability that x
lies within or on the ellipsoid is obtained by integrating the probability
density function over the surface of the ellipsoid. Table 4-1 lists the
probabilities for a few values of n and c [Ref. 8 :p. 4-49].
From the equations given in Table 3-1 we can assume that the initial
state of the system /L and the random noise processes wik) and v(k) are
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Gaussian. If these Gaussian assumptions are satisfied then the following
are also Gaussian-
I. The state. x(k), since it is a linear function of w(k-l).
2.The estimate, x(k
| k), which is a 'linear combination of x(k ) and v(k :;.
3.The estimate error, x(k) - xk
|
k) - x(k)
As indicated in Section III, the state estimation error is zero mean with




k) is nonnegative definite the surface
is an ellipsoid.
B. APPLICATION
The first and third components of the state vector ("equation (2-i))
represent position, the second and fourth components represent velocity
and the fifth component represent frequencu. A ellipsoid <<:<( the total
matrix is a conglomerate mess; so it is logical to examine a suDmatri>
relating the state variables of the position components or me eiocitu
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components. A discussion on me position components follows, a similar
examination :an be made with the velocity components.
ne pOSltlUii '-uiiiL .M^iii.- bUL'rTidir I?s ui ins -rr>.ji 'v^UVdi Idi iCc : -•
.
r'J i r . ^ del II leu J^
n ft- |
D (1/ l/'l C' fL- I ' var x :ov(x tuj
COVlX.ll) vdf U




The diagonal terms P^Ck [ k) and P 33(k k) of the error covariance matrix
represents the variances of the estimate in the x and y positions respect-
fully. The off diagonal term P^kJK) represents the covariance of the
estimate in x and y. This term describes the degree of coupling arid the
orientation of the uncertainty in the x-y plane.
The multivariante Gaussian distribution reduces to a bivariate Gaussian
distribution with a probabilitu density function qiven bu
t.jxyi - (2rxo ,c\
4






/(I - .7r *
!
where the means of the random variables x and y are
the parameter r is called the correlation coefficient oi the f ? r-
oom variables x and y.
From which a OK\f (i of constant probability is described by






This rurve.is an ellipse. Trie term error ellipsoid often refers to the
specific case when c is set equal to one. From Taoie (4-1) ior tne case
when n=2 and c-] the probability that a sample point will De within the
ellipsoid is .394 . The major and minor axis of this ellipse are not
aligned with the coordinate system. Since the error estimate x(k|k) is
normally distributed, the coordinate system can De rotated in such a way
that in the new system position components are uncorrected. L
matrix A represent a rotation of the axes through an angle 9
' cose sine
-sine cose










and pickinq the angle e so that
tan 29 2- r-o y-g M
y x u y
2-CQV(X,Ll)
var x -var u 14-A'
hopro
(
9 = ! • tan" 1





we obtain uncorrected random variables x' and y' [Ref. 9 : p.
variances in this system are calculated by-
1 «-,G !






- '2 = 2 +




In order to get a better understanding an example will be given. .
-: "
Figure (4-1), the target ts on a course o\' i SO decs at 10 kts. The DiFAR
buoy is providing frequency and bearing measurements. *vhile the LOFAR
buoy is providing only frequency measurements. The error ellipsoids for
this figure are twenty times their actual size. At time U = 10 mm the
DIFAR buoy s bearing measurement's position components submatrix of the
error covariance matrix is
'2.39 x 10 4 3.96 x 10 4
'
pxtyA | k) =






= 270 yds. and
n - 1 QQ uric
- <y • - - y-3 •
Substituting these numbers into equation (4-9) gives
9 = tan" 2 • 3.96 x '. Q 4
2.39 x \ - 7 34 x \ H
4- I
From equations (4-10) and (4-1 \) the new uncorrelated variances are
- >2 - - 7q ., ip4 + -7 74 v in4 H 7 oa v ' n 4
^ . w'U A i \j 1 O
1^
anc
a >2 - 2 7r-t v 10 4 + 7 xa v in 4
'he new standard deviations are
sm 2 (-29 ) ,
3 Qfi v in4 ~ 9^53 x 1O 4 uds 2
sm 2 1-29 j
o x; - 44 yds, and
^ u
•• ju a yor- .
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If these values are multiple Dy the scale factor, they agree with the










TARGET HEADING 130° AT 10 KT5-
ERROR ELLIPSOID SCALE FACTOR
IS 20 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE
w





i-igure 4-1. Error Ellipsoid Example
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This section discusses the development of the tracking algorithm.
Tlv
I IK
trackino aloorithm was designed to :
I. n&duife a prion taroet informatiori
t,. \ i inii m ize the j3*3 Storsoe necessary
:. . Produce in at! quadrants Oi the coordinate sustem an accurate
-
-~ r • .'-* - r .- - *' • y ~ v -\ v* --1 -• f f* .**/» I ^ i /*.* j t"> ^ i-* * r* - »~ --. r* I , r r~ *- - i-- * »v - i-- - - - - r
t ; i. ; ; , , J s. r .. .. ;r Iji ^tt u«JO I l I'JI I lii J I ~3Dvl iwlw IU 3ii_.'i '•. ^' — : ivy . , , ~
M it J i Uui I U il H :; .; i ; •. i ».
.
!
-r^MiC ;,.• ilufiidi) ililci /ciiliUii 'JiiL-r ui: aiujU J Uji
i V. aC'wWiuj, i i^J : '. - 1 . ~ , l : i ~ r. i u. jj . '. ; n » i vv :,z uiviycj nit'J . i i! ';: _ _, .. .r :
m . j :j ,T." t-Ti i '. i ;iit j '.' i~ i -• i i . • i I i I Lj lOif.3
•r ... d^r inQuUlS Qefit!! al'rS d iiui^c .. i r: >.. d\,i Jotd.
TftQ .-ipcpr-i /-;t inr. rpnrijjio rprpiVQc rno nOISe*-
T
ree XV3CM '33 T 3 HtnarateC
nil p'im track module anc simulates nois 11 meas ,jf*eme f",!! cs'5 for 'nput
ro the track ina aiaontnm moduie.
3. The track ma aloorithm module receives noisy measurement date and
generates estimates and predictions.
All computer programs were written in FORTRAN 77 and executed on the
iDii vJj.) itvdttiu ai Liiti rjavai rosiurciQuaiti juioui, iiouiert;u, ^jiuui m>»-.
r;.- „i
te .ne Deriormance Oi tne iracKinci 3iQorimrn 5
. ! |
I i i U jst rated &u .. ; connor, nndleu. and \\ i L^U it L'
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1 -.. > I. -v - p. - <
3
. telupcu. tuples! tf3C.r for a j kt target is shown in I igure (5-1 ). ihe
target's initial position, speed and course are
u -coordinate = !2 nm (24304.4 ijds)
.- r -. - .-i _ cr i
l 3
:-:urse = 180 degs .
The solid line is the positional time history oi the target's tr3ck. I I IT
r. in j m ^.ir». ir: inuivair liic ^vaiiijn every i ive minUtco.
algorithm and output is contained in Appendix a. Taoie (5-n a; vi ir
times that the various maneuvers occur in Figure (5-1). Other target
algorithms were developed and tested. but Figure (5-1.) pattern is used in
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1 1 _ 1 1 3U aldl uuoi U i.ij
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1 n «:j straight
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straight
51-56 small 360° starboard turn
57-70 straight
71-73 90° star Guar a turn
74-84 Stf 3JQHI
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'' Q - i r" gififlt
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>-.- ; » / straight
' 5
6~ ; 40 90° starDoaro turn
iP.SFD ' l. ! fHM -' i " I? - '
k-^ij/1
:
-,r, fop tyiof c position snd ths sonoDuou pattern,
'rqnijqprn 3p.ri bearing measurements are computsd. It is convenient to
tnink of each nbssrvation as ar r
i
v/ 1 rvn in a D3Ck6t'caU9d ths o^servat '




-it , -.,-, ,- r
'
^np •.-rrr.ii'-.cc hSwinf] "'-•r-'- v-1
•1 + *-,-:
tne measurement, ana
3 b i.dl IVJ.JI 'J UC v lal lUI I.
. .
I i i i c
T" i—. - f c -s •» I i r-v rl - i f-» ,-v i~ « f t-, kv*. r-~i -^ S -- C f " *i r* i~ ' .-%-. fv f I -r ^^r^^rr tr" * *- *
. j !>r u _.~r niy aiyul IUIIM IlioTvCD ilU Oo^ui i ;l.' t p-'i i '-Ul J's-cf l liiiLj .i ,-r
regularity of tne measurement arrival times. Measurements are likely ::
::;ur at random times.. These times ^''i determine Dy the target
jiujUl ..ill!.', i Ul u jc 3 Willi iwll'Ji n; Hi Dc\»ciUil /], .;!~ :.J; ^r'. ...,_,_. ; I; ! J k._.". : :.
.iic laTyci : POSkIOm rvriq minutS.
_ .
.._'! ;>..-L' jUj r juri it
iiit 3U1 i'jl/uUL) KJuci ii iTiUbl Life KiiUtvm lu liic diy'-'i .'.in,. 3i Luc z-.:^ .
of the simulation. The sonobuoy positions are assumed to remain staole
throughout, the simulation. There are existing methods to estimate
sonobuoy' position drift. An -input data set provides the following
information:
J. Number of sonoDuoys in the pattern
_. i M j..r 01 dOHuDUOU US Ulr^h Of LOr^.hy, jfiu
i i it sUiiUL'U'jy j.-Lr. i v lUi i ',• ~0 :ji un idle jirj y -OuryiHdcS in iOLiu..;,
miles).
-.r example of this data set is contained in Appendix A.
7 * I .-. < r- . , I -i - - .* i ,.- s\ tv\ r. r» t
- . .
i '.-•
: r. u i t -'. :. u i r . i ; ^ i i '.
..•iii^v .nT. noise tree target position anc me /jrious ;x..^...
positions are Known, the noise-free bearing measurements :an De x-taine-:
from equation £-12). To calculate the noise-free frequency measurement
from the Doppler equation (2-1 1 .), the following quantities must De kno\ r:
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' ' . ta. • • ' '. . I
* ^ /^ r »• •
LI If U U»
T Z> II I MJ J '. ' Ul
3:! reiauve DopDier inputs are compared, and
2. Ah Got imatt Of the 3D66d Of SOUnd in the •'• 3it;\ ,-..
I ft&Sfe Qu3nitl6S 3i'6 Supplied DLj the USei' dl the 513ft Oi
The measurement noise is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution • itr
zero mean and known variance', we assume that the amount of the meas-
urement noise depends on the distance trie target is from the sonoDuou,
So the value of the measurement noise standard deviation, depends on the
range which is obtained from equation (2-1). Table (5-2) lists two sets
of typical standard deviations used for the freouencu measurement noise.
Two sets of bear mo measurement noise standard deviations are listed in
1 JlMC \ -J J :.
T\'\^ liiSL routines GAUSS and GGU6S dti combined to provide 3
Saussian useudo-randorn number Generator. Therefore, Du inputting the
noise-tree measurement and its measurernent noise standard deviatior
into the Gaussian useuoo-random number Generator, a noisu measurement.
. •
-f
_ - . _j
.ibie : -£. rhtuLcNC i i ItAbuRtl IcNi Z> I -'iu'-r'l.. 1 iJt V iM I i v I . ^
Range Set. ! Set 2
r < 2 nm Or = 0.02 hi Of - 0.04 hz
2 nm < r < 5 nm Of - 0.04 hz Of = 0.06 nz
5 rim < r < i Q nm Of - 0.08 nz Of - 0.08 hz
r > i n nm o
T
- = 0.1 hz
"i " —
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*"--!,- c-_7 DPADfM<^ MFA<^I IDPMFMT ^TAMHAQn HP/!
A
T (^M'C
i jL.it J -. L/LMnlNv i iLn^UnCi ii_rJ i ~' i .— i lu,M nL' UZ. v l,—. i i -..'I iwJ
Range Set i
1 • _ Ml II
.*•< — '" A r
x
~ir-
(J h - j ucyo
2 nm : - : i" <: - 5 nm ab - 5 degs Ojj - iu uegi
5 nm < r" < io nm Oh = '0 decs o & = 15 decs
r > iO nm a b = 15 oeqs Ok = 15 degs
MULTIPLE :-ONOBUCn TRACKING ALGORITHM
nu structure of tne multiple sonobuou tract i
r
»q aldOf v n
diad' ameo in F iQ'j ( e i5~2 ). rne required inputs 3re
i TrtH initial sT.9ty estimation vectoi x ^- 1 " 1 1 and T.ne irur. iai estimated
covar ranee oi (iff of matrix P(Q!~i), and
2, ["he 00S6'' V3TJ0H packet .
"he multiple sonoouoy tracking algorithm is divided into three stages.
The first stage is tne initialization of the Kalman filter. The Extended
K.alman niter' algorithm is contained in tne second stage. Stages one, and
two, are comomeo with tne oDservation packet into one FORTRAN program
which is contained in Appendix 8. Tne iast stage consists of tne filter s




;•, rne first series of simulations, different como1 1 f i,-i r i i*iO'- 1 1 '"i—
mitral state estimate _^i o » — 1 1 and the initial estimated ernjt coyaniance
*
-' h t es T eo initiaiiu the choices oi these values we^e ~"/' - ' :
arDitrarq Dut us inci common sense and tnrouori r '"a; ano error sn educated






read : 1 time;buoys id
type of meas.: the meas.;
it's std. deu.
Frequency measurement :




Compute H(k).G(k).x(k|k) and P(k|k)
i
yes P(k|k-1) = P(k|k)
x(k|k-l) = x(k|k)
read: newt time; buoys id.:





P(k+I |k) - $(k)P(k|k)$(k) T+ Q(k)
i
Increase k by I and continue until
stopping point is reached
igure 5-2 Multiple Sonobuoy Tracking Algorithm
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formatior in order to operate. This information is assumed tc be avail-
able through human operators, received from other tracking routines, or
received from some external sensor. Since this algorithm was design for
close range tracking, the a priori information is assumed to be accurate
(i.e., position is know within 2 nm, velocity is known within 5 kts. and
course /v iu in i i j ut'Ljoj. iu oidic Liit cyclic pru^c-bo in<= iuiiuvHiiy judn
titles are recu; r"ed :
e target's estimated position, speed, and course.1 ThA tI . I . ih
MiQ//icQC}c 01 '.I.. dv-wUroCy U.r.. bldlKJdi u Uc»'ldUL'i;; . . >.





5. The :en r er frequency, f
,
4. An estimate of the speed of sound in the water, vn . and
5. The sonoDuou pattern entered in terms of buoy type of and positioi .
The initial estimated state vector MO |~u is obtained from i , . D .
and the target s estimated position, speed, and course. The target s esti-
mated position, speed, and course are defined as
x
e
3 the x coordinate initial estimated position in nm,
ye = the y coordinate initial estimated position in nrn,
v?




= rne tst imat so course in oeos
a Dfori state estimation vector yt'O ~1 ) is defined
hi


















The initial estimated covariance of error matrix is obtained from
the accuracy of the target's estimated position, speed and course. ~r.±




= the standard deviation of the estimated position in nm,
0^ = the standard deviation of the estimated speed in kts.
Oho - the standard deviation of the estimated course in degs. and











,-_ r n -_, nm,
j - 3 kts.
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in order to gain a better understanding of the tracking algorithm
recursive process the following examples will be discussed,
a. Example i
Consider the case of only one D1FAR buoy having contact on the
target. Tne algorithm reads the first observation packet 'which consists
of
i. Initial time.
2. DIFAR buou position.
:.
.
i he frequency measurement, arid
«
4. The Deari no measurement.
r*rom tne initialization stace we nave the initial state estimate j_hj
and its error covariance P(0| -1). FollO'wing Figures (5-2) and ! 3- ; i the
sequence of calculations goes like this
I. Evaluate H(0) by applying the frequency measurement and x(0| -1) t<
equation (3 -3b).
2. Compute tne Kalman gain G(0) by applying P(0
\
-
1 ) to equation (3-
1
8)
3. Compute the updated error covariance for the frequency measurement
P*-i ! 0) from ecu at i on (3-19).
~
. Compute tne updated state estimate tor tne frequency measurement
<A0 1 0) from eouat ion • 5- i 7 j.
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Since there is also 3 bearing measurement for this buoy, the update
z:y.i estimate x f(0|0) and error covariance Pf(0|0) become the
inputs to the bearino measurement estimates. Hence,
-.. J \ I )
1 \ - ..'; tn I
x f(0 1 0). and
Fj>(U ! - I ) = 1- flU j UJ
6. Evaluate H(0) bu appiuinq the bearing measurement 3<~><j X4/O1 -1 < to
equal ion ; 5 "3d ).






i. Compute tne uDdateo error covanance 7 Cirr the bear? no measurement





9. compute T n <:i undated stare a ?t'n'!^'fo for- the beanno measurement




-v-- • -'' ' V- - - , •
10. Tne next step is to project ahead, but in order to project aneao
tne next time must be known. So.when the next observation
packet comes available the algorithm computes xi. ! |0) from
equation (.3-4.) and P(! |0) from equation (3-20).
js-ip process is repeated by re-cycling through steps I- 10.
Consider a two sonobuoy pattern, one DIFAR buoy (called T!-- Z:
! and one LOF-R buoy (called LOFAR 2). Tne 3;ccr, tr:'n reads tne firs*
*
r i" / ,-.
:. uij-ah 3 frequency measurement,
a
. DIFAR i 's bearing .measurement,
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\ I > ^ ' .-. 1 <- -\y _ .-
i i jiii i-inr it in. t.Ji i^oUui i ^u«aU«r Wc iiiaVc u I I I I <. I O 1 ~ •- •-! I. T fO 1. I ( < i -2 I. 'C
.rr
tfl i3:i-..t r\u IJ, i lie ^tr'.jucri'.,- Cm ^.diCuldi. iOi i5 >j _ .. •.,' i
i. i i i .
1. From the first example the algorithm computes steps 1-9.
2. In orfer to compute a estimate from LOFAR 2's frequency
measurement, the algorithm repeats step 5 from example one
£f(0|-I) = Kb(0|0), and
P f(0|-1) = Pb(0|0).
3. From the first example Steps 1-4 er^ computed to obtain LOFAF 2's
updated state estimate x(0 jO) and error covariance P(0
| 0).
4. When the next observation packet comes available the algorithm pro-
jects ahead and the recursive process continues.
-
•'• rlsr H •> '* ("irit r r> '
./ . r-.'J-Ju". ' -'C '-I') ''. ' u i
As discussed in SuPsectson iil.D. an adaptive control method '":
been devised to increase the error covariance onlu fviien the \ i \~.t : detect
Giver uence. in« aiuuninm compares trie [>reO(\,ifeu regional <\\\v\
adaptive gate du imDiementing the adaptive control decision rule, eouatic
i 3 "54;,
j
rhis test occurs during steos 4 and 3 in example one above. If the pre-
dicted residual is less than the adaptive date the algorithm continues h
51
. . ipuit! '-.- upuatc-j jidic eoumdlc. II lile pfcuivtfcU i coiuudi 10 yi tuicl
tnan me adaptive gate the sequence of calculations goes like this
l. From equation (3-53) the random forcing function is increased,.
_. -,- ivu uic J new 3 talc cACilaliun mdli IX uoliiy c^Uat it/i i \j lu/ 7 _ i £ • i





- DH' I !•• — 1 trilH + fV--
1
r i r I /' "f •• - r\' jr. i ;OIQ UvK^.
.
„. j: i !(..•-• : - ~ (.rife r aimdn yj;n v?\.K/i Dlj applying r\\ \\ l/Jifev*, tu c\jUd'
^vuiputc hi" *..'! r _i ; ~-. cu fctHUUdi r'dl Idir-wC *- - H Jin c^udtiuii
j. Compute toe UDdated error covaixance frorri equation (3-ri).
Cuuipdre tiie pf euiv^teCl resfQUai kyTIm ine neV» dGaptUfc! udlt J :.
tfMUdtiuri iJ wit.).
i U •J i i . I 'If rhe predicted residual is iess tnan the adaptive gate the
continues with step 4 or 3. If the predicted residual is greater man the
adaptive gate repeat steps I -7 above. If the adaptive gate is exceeded
three consecutive times the error covariance matrix P(kjk-l) is reini-
tialized. The algorithm continues the process start mc with steD 4 above.
c-^
Ii-1
» nrrnAni h—r : ,*%»
..I ic Ui me uuJc^lIvco Ui ullo rfcJoediv-.il naz< uj pi Ouu^c o uptft dl •-_?• *di
computer program for passively tracking a target from an airbourne plat-
form. The purpose of this^section is to demonstrate through scenarios me
performance of the algorithm described in Section v. in the following
pages five scenarios ar^. presented. Scenarios I and 2 are presented to
demonstrate a Dest-case performance. Changing the type of sonobuoys and
increasing the measurement noise usee in Scenarios I and 2. izir.r:: l
and 4 are presented to demonstrate a worst-case performance. Scenario 5
yciwui JDli dlcS UIc lifl Ifdl l^allUF I pi U^cbo*
.. w-v, u'i \\j i ^UiSiSiS v; 9lyni 3imUI3uUrio 1,(13 1 jtliid i5u3tc ...t t r .. . r.
ui ine nitfaburymeni noioe, inc ruaic sx^iiduon wOvariance rndu '-. 3i _ . .t
adaptive control method on the filters performance. In or^ to examine
toe effects of a state excitation covanance matrix and the adaptive :on-
trol individually, two random forcing function covanance matrix cx^ Je-
veloped. The first random forcing function covanance matrix QSlk.) is
from equation (3-39). This covanance matrix, developed in Subsection
lil.C, is used in the majority of the simulations, a summary of Q',(iO is
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------ y < - - - ».y --•- r
sno v..t , Recall from suDsection IJI.C
.-»•
,...2 ,, ,2 . -t • 2 + .. . Oat
w t












are given in equation (2-7 .
Tne intent of second random forcing function covariance matrix is tc
produce a state excitation covariance matrix that has little effect on tne
performance of tne filter. In this situation only trie adaptive control
method or measurement noise is effecting the filter's performance
T
.r;e second 'anaom forcinq function Q'-(k; be defined as
i \; \j\j i mi ii i.j
;,{ \ i
n
i U UU / III ll IS
•-> 5
. j ihz* mins*
it
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jmv.c ^. -\ r , Macs osTidli ^dluco, utc otdic rr. - ^. Ldtiuii '-Uvdl ld!i„e md'J >' ' '
hoV6 3r03li VdiUtS. Hence, the State 6XCIt3t!0n COVariSHCG matrix - :
!j.»r m in i [Ti -3 i t;it"~i.. on me finer performance.
scenario 1 is 3 three DlrAR buC'U scenario. A Qeoorapnic plot of tnc
sunoDuoy PdittffTi, target s track ano tne niief a ebuHiaieu ucu .~ .
SDOWn iiirlyuit lb U. hriiotQtt'j PlOtS 01 the eiQnt SlITIUlcnluns dft j.iiu-v!i
In rlyUitiS ID iJiD yj. IdDie ID \) IISLa tne Oil te! SHctti in the
simulations. Four noise-free simulations are illustrated in Figures (6-2)-
(6-5). In Figures (6-6) - (6-9.) measurement noise from Table (5-2) set 1
and Table (5-3) set 1 is applied to the frequency and bearing
measurements, respectively.
T\m target track is described in Subsection V.B . The dashed line is
t u
- filter-'--' m> f i .*~ - f - ,-f f i- - •» I f- -i — H "• j" v> - r- f -\ i» - >- f » »•-.- i - * ' .« .,, t. ;,.--*. ->
tut: iiiiei a estirridtea crack, cdcn a represents laiueis estim^teo
position every five minutes (i.e., the first "x" is the target's estimated
position from the uDdated state estimate x(0 1 0), the next "x" is from
x(5 1 5) , etc... ). Tne sonobuou positions are shown by circles. The
jiQorithrn generates esirnates and predictions from the measurements ir
. t i uliOWil iu ui Qyf •
i. "redueixy measurement from DiFAR ]
*_. Dtidl liiy rfi«asuf erneni ironi UirAn i
'j. Frequency measurement from DIFAR 2
4. Bearing measurement from DIFAR 2
5. Frequency measurement from DIFAR 3
6. Bearinq measurement from DIFAR 5
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h
e
= i 80 (tegs c hp = 10 degs
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w z 4#60 ft 'S6<**
The- one standard deviation 8rror ellipsoids snown are due r c trie
covanance of error matrix position components ^Pl Nk i<) P33(i< sno
P!3(k : 'y 'L T ne error ©IHpsoids are displaced for times t> - 0. T - '0
and t. - ~n min^ Thp iarnp dashed c i re 1^ is tne error oiijiwiin fmn*
rucAp i 'e frp/iiionr'i mpacurpmpnt Similar hi trip !74r<"t£ ^.-^ •— -.n*-.. c ~--.i
ic ,iiip : r, riif^D 1 -e sparine measurement a? can De seen rr ^ ~:' r
'"
r
9] psoids become smaller as more measurements are taken
T 3t)ie 5-1 SCENARIO 1 SIMULATIONS
Figure Sim. Noise Adapt. Cont.
Applied Applied Applied
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Figure 6-1. Scenario V- Geographic Plot-



































Figure 6-2. Scenario 1
-Simulation 1 =









































Figure 6-3. Scenario 1 -Simulation 2- Enlarged Geographic Plot-
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Figure 6-4. Scenario 1 -Simulation 3 :




















I C ERROR ELLIPSOIDS














Figure 6-5. Scenario 1 -Simulation 4 : Enlarged Geographic Plot



































Figure 6-6. Scenario I -Simulation 5 :Enlarged Geographic Plot-







































Figure 6-7. Scenario 1 -Simulation 6 : Enlarged Geographic Plot-



















1 d ERROR ELLIPSOIDS
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Figure 6-8. Scenario 1 -Simulation T^Enlarged Geographic Plot-
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Figure 6-9. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8-Enlarged Geographic Plot-
Noise, Q',(k), 3nd Adaptive Control Applied.
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.., _ _ _ 1 : - -i j. _
-;. indicated in ijuie ib~u, measurement noise is not oppnea [
the simulations 1-4, Figures (6-2)-(6-5) respectively. For each of the
noise-free simulations, Table (o~2; lists the maximum position error and
l M fit ui tne ef t oi i or eocn ui tne target maneuvers, ine iei . nony ~uiui
oi loDie iu-^j is LoKtffi iforn ioDie ij-ij. as indicated rrum tne j pr.ui ;
in) u» tncJuui i , ulc litliiol SbLlfiidLc'j btdle /b^lui £,w > /jiucc 31 £ . -
samti as cne oLtuoi oiatt ve-^toi /oiues,
,0 U'-ve'j tne toryei c. tra^K to a i tn in =7 f «I '. , Li I I
«• ; i *• i- - *
Ill Ltit I 1 1 "0 1 1 1 Oi i*z j / c
cocn ui uit oirnuiotioris vvih d« uiscu^seu in tne rjiior/iriQ parociropi c
TaDie 6-2. SCENARIO 1= NOISE-FREE SIMULATIONS-
NAXIMUM ERROR FOR EACH MANEUVER
T I m 9 Sirr . ! 5 in' . 4. Sim "2 Sim. ^1
\l linS; Time M -1 I'J s I ifllfct M .- , .I IdA Time Max T i m e i iax
l~ _-o r~ .. ,- - f r i- .. ,.. ...
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i iy LU i j^it1 \u i/. U 2^/1 Lilt i 3; suum ;_.. !;iu ..... _.
3HCG 'Ti3tfiX, IS US60 I Pi FlQUfS (6~ he estimated CfJCi :3G3
L-'cHlirj tvrl U iTIancUvc! duG v^UFTipiclSIy iTlloSSb '.'it Sffldii SOU UtQ '.U: :.
In Figure (6-3) the adaptive control method and Q'
:
;i • are applied.
A3 can be seen from Figure (6-3) and Table (6-2), the filter estimates in
slightly off during the large 360 deg turn and off by as much as 394 yds
in the small 360 deg turn. Table (6-3) lists the number of times the 3-c
z
adaptive gate was exceeded for each measurement. Note that only the
frequency measurements cause the adaptive gate to be exceeded.
In Figure (6-4) the random forcing function Q',(k) is applied to the
filter, in this simulation the filter estimates accurately reconstructs the
track until the end of tne large 360 deg turn (aoout time t k = 38 mins).
The estimates lag slightly behind the actual track from t k=32 mins tc tne
end with an average error of approximately 95 yds.
Both Q',(k) and the adaptive control method are applied to the
iiitt! inriuUre 'VD D;. lilt Iiiiel t3i.niiji.tri are Siiuntiy ull lurt3iti J a\ ;
i uu ugtj iui j minsj uui my ciie larue jdu oeci cut n. ijuit? LD-tv usi3
number of times the adaptive gate was exceeded for eacn measurement.
Again only the frequency measurement adaptive gate is exceeded. Com-
paring Table (6-3) to Table (6-4), it can seen that by increasing tne
random forcing function covarinace matrix, the adaptive gate is exceeded
far less. As expected this simulation reconstructs the actual track better
than the Simulations 1-3.
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Tab i a i- -7 SCENARIO 1-SiriULTATION 2>
NUMBER OF TIMES THE ADAPTIVE GATE IS
EXCEEDED FOR EACH MEASUREMENT
Time Buoy 1 Buoy 2 Buoy
""•
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»Ui !Dt_h v'( I il iu-w> i nC -.l-'— r i . . l. %,-,— i l. .
-
f-rrrnpn pqr EACH MEASUREMENT_. ' .'v-i_l_L- i_i- I
Tims Buou l Buot* — tfUOL
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As indicated in Table (6-1), measurement noise is applied to simu-
lations 5-8, Figures (6-6H6-9) respectively. From Table (5-2) set 1 fr*-
quency measurement standard deviations and from Table (5-3) set 1
bearing measurement standard deviations sre applied to the noise-free
ilicdoul cluci iLo. LiKc idulc .'- 1 _ ., i '.>i Uic hUIbc 11 cc oitilU idl iUi o, -..lit
^-5: lists the maximum position Brror for each maneuver in Simulations
5-8. T~e 3 priori information is the same as the noise-free simulations.
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'3Die 6-5. SCENARIO 1 SIMULATIONS WITH NOISE
MAXIMUM ERROR FOR EACH MANEUVER
T;rne Sim.
£
Sin 1. D C i rAj im. 7 Sim. OQ
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in all four simulations, the first estimate x(QjQ) is 494 yds southwest of
the actual starting position. Examining the error ellipsoids gives us some
insight to this error. The center of error ellipsoid is the measurement "s
estimated position. The large dashed circle error ellipsoid is cue tc
DIFAR I frequency measurement, its estimated position is the actual
starting position. DIFAR 1 bearing measurement contributes the large
Horizontal ellipse, its estimated position is approximately '60 yds soutr
life ;..uj;; -'.31 iiiu publ IQu. uii rt.n i Dc3l iny medburcm[fi il lb Liic ma.j>.
-nnf nr-ijfnr fn trip P^tsrn^tPl ^n^ it ion e.hiffinn tc fhp .;-'-" "if tho fi^cf"
r/tilie, L'jiMn J eolimaiSU pOblllOn lo 3 Mllie .. '.'r:. . .. :: -; _
driUniaieu pLoitiUu. I He r.i '3pti Ul Uic CI 1 Jj eHlpDUl\J3 iilul^dLc .ndl r
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Greatest error is along the oearinq measurement fr:r^ D1FAR :. !r :-... four
: rr, 1 1 a 1
1
e filter's estimated posit ior ,- t t-
-. v - •> -I ~ *" .-
[711 I I HI " ;— ' I I "-" ~ H^i ' ;1|HU LMJ3 L U : ~ ! , , "





c i >•*-. 1 1 1 ; * ' ••>" c C > ni < •" £i f f~, — fi I ' - f ho '- s
n
-1 ii 2c C, ; fy. ( 1 1 z * i n -~ _t. , -- ,i - ~
fc. i i i ui t o i i fc-i -' , i I uui c . '- w- y - ^ \..< i r i/wiiiw ~< -- y iiiiLiiw^ . . *• - ,.
rtAicfl je ar\r\hor! *ti f hc mo'actiromorit 1^ romrv^rinn ^.ironlat inr - .i """••" •: -~
T3b!e ( 6-3.; to Simulation 1 errors in Table (6-2), it can be seer, that the
oniy major difference is in the first leg, time t k=Q-lO. A s indicated
above this difference is due to the noisy initial measurements.
in Figure (6-7) the adaptive control is applied to the filter. The
results of Figure (6-7) are similar to that of Figure (6-3), except for the
small 36Q deg turn. Table (6-6) lists the number of times the adaptive
gate was exceeded for each measurement.
Tne random forcing function covariance matrix Qt{M) and noise ss
applied to the filter in Figure (6-8). The results are similar tc the Figure:
(6-4), in that tne f
i
Iters estimated position lags behind tne actus;
rviei f ion ff.'VYi f smo t — — '-' mmc to tho ar.d Tho s< iot"%no orrAi'c in c>.-> •_-.
(..'w' •J I v Ivl I I I VI i I v. 1 1 : i~ . u -•' - i I I 1 1 i -' '. v-' II IC "i id. I I (C jV7i CiJ'. - - -• ». _ _.
(6-8) are slightly higher than in the noise-free cas^.
In Figure (.6-9) tne random forcing function o./anarcv matri
~\i (i i fhp 3daDtivP nate and noise are aDnhod \n fhp filrpr !f Q r ~ : '-
(6-5), the filter estimates are slightly off during the large 3nC jeg
starboard turn in figure (6-9). The errors ?xq less than 70 yes except
from t k = 32 to t k = 35 where the errors are greater than 100 yds. Tacit
(6-7) lists 'j\9 number of times the adaptive gate is exceeded for each
measurement.
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gate in figures (d-10) and (6-1 1) respectively. As shown trie cashed Sine
is the predicted residual. The solid iine is the 3-o
z
adaptive gate. Tft&
small triangles represent the number of times the predicted residual
7.3
exceeded the adaptive gate at that particular time. Figure (6-10) agrees
with Table (6-7) information. We can see in Figure (6-10) that during the
90 deg turn at time tk = 12 and tk = 13 the adaptive gate increases to
admit the frequency measurement from buoy 1 to the filter. Similarly,
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Figure 6-10. Scenario 1-Simulation 8 :
























Figure 6-11. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 :
Bearing Measurement-Predicted Residual and Adaptive Gate
Figures (6-12) and (6-13) show the variances of the position
components, x component is P„(k | k) and y component is P33(k | k), from
the error covanance matrix for the frequency and bearing measurement
respectively. Both figures show the x and y component variances de-
creasing rapidly. This is due to the a priori position information, a p
75
equals 0.5 nm (1012 yds). Hence the variance ap
2 is approximately 106
yds2 . Figures (6-14) and (6-15) are the result of expanding Figures (6-12)
and (6-13). In these graphs we can see how the position variances change
during each of the target's maneuvers. Note that the frequency and bear-
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Figure 6-1 4. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 : Expanded View
of the Frequency Measurement Position Variances
7a
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Figure 6-15. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 : Expanded View
of the Bearing Measurement Position Variances
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Next . e :omDarea tne Kalman filter's position variances tc y
experimental position variance. Tne experimental position /'anance con-
sisted of a ten term moving window. From Helstrom, [Ref. 9 :p. 219] tn<
most convenient form tor calculating tne sample variance is
n
'ar=







In order to have 3 ten term movino window equation (6~1 ) becomes
exp var = J_ 2 [x(k | k)-x_(k | k)]
2 (6-2)
-! i - K - | U
r ioures (6~*1oj - id-IuJ inustrates the Kalman position var iariC.es snd r ie
experimental position variances. The experimental variance's y corricone-t
increases for all three buoys from u = 30 to t k =35 mins oecause tne u
component error is greatest during this time(from t k - 32 to t k =35 mins
the error is greater than 100 yds).
Figures (6-19) and (6-20) illustrates the change in the velocity
/di idiiceS, i/ v - r22vk j KJ dhiO v„- r 44^ | U, I uF SifDdidUuii o. N016 mot LHti
frequency and bearing measurement velocity variances cf^ very similar.
'he /eiocity variances of buoy 1 increases during each of the maneuvers.
Buoy 2 /ariances are only slightly effected du the 90 deg turn, out as o : -
taroet moves toward the buou tne variances increase, especially • ,. Dur-
ing the iarge 360 deg turn j t . has a greater increase for buoy 3. This



































Figure 6-16 Scenario 1 -Simulation Q- Buoy l's






































2'sFigure 6-17. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 : Buoy
Position Variances and Experimental Variances
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Figure 6-! 8. Scenario 1
-Simulation 8- Buoy 3's
Position Variances and Experimental Variances
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The frequency variance for the frequency ana bearing measurements
are illustrated in figures (6-21) and (6-22). Like the velocity variances,
the frequency variance for the bearing measurement is very similar to the
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Figure 6-21 Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 :
Frequency Measurement-Frequency Variances
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Figures (6-23M6-28) illustrates the position, velocity and fre-
quency components Kalman gains for the frequency and bearing measure-
ments. In Figures (6-23) and (6-24) the position gains decrease towards
zero with small deviations for the turns. The velocity and frequency



































Figure 6-23. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 :
Frequency Measurement - Kalman Gains for Position Components
aa
we can new explain why tne bearing measurement's variances are
similar to the frequency measurement's variances. Recall the error covar-
lance update equation (3-19) from T3ble 3-1 is
P(k|k) = (! - G(k)-HOO) • P(k|k-1)
and that in this case P(k|k-1) is really the frequency measurement's
covariance of error matrix. In Subsection V.D.2 it was shown that

































Figure 6-24. Scenario 1 -Simulation Q-
Bearing Measurement - Kalman Gains for Position Components
69
From equations (3-46D). (3-46d). and (3-46e). the partial derivatives of
the bearing measurement with respect to the velocity and frequency
components are zero. Hence, only the position components of H(k) are used
in the calculation of G(k)-H(k). It can be seen in figures (6-23X6-28).
that the Kalman gains are not always small numbers. But, examining the
output data indicates that the position components of H(k) are very small
compared to G(k), so G(k)H(k) is be small. Therefore the error covariance
matrix for the bearing measurement P(k|k) will be approximately equal to














Figure 6-25. Scenario I -Simulation 8 :
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Figure 6-26. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 :

































Figure 6-27. Scenario I -Simulation 8 :
Frequency Measurement - Kalman Gain for Frequency Component
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Figure 6-28. Scenario 1 -Simulation 8 :
Bearing Measurement - Kalman Gain for Frequency Component
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C. SCENARIO 2
Scenario 2 is a continuation of Scenario 1 -Simulation 8. The last
state estimate i(59 1 59) and last error covanance matrix P(59 1 59) from
Simulation 8 is used to initialize Scenario 2. DIFAR 3 from Scenario I is
dropped and another DIFAR 3 is placed west of the target's track as illus-
trated in figure (6-29). An enlarged geographic plot is shown in Figure
(6-30). Table (6-8) lists the maximum position error for each maneuver.
The left h3nd column of TaDle (6-30) is taken from Table (5-1). The
filter's estimated track accurately reconstructs the actual track. As
shown in figure (6-30) and Table (6-8) the maximum errors occur during
























Figure 6-29. Scenario 2- GeographicP lot-






































Figure 6-30 Scenario 2- Enlarged Geographic Plot-
Noise. Q'jflc), and Adaptive Control Applied
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'able 5-8. SCENARIO 2 : MAXIMUM ERROR FOR EACH MANEUVER
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Figures (6-31) and (6-32) illustrates the predicted residual and
adaptive gate Tor the frequency and bearing measurements respectively.
Note that adaptive gate for Buoy l in Figure (6-31) is exceeded two times
at t, = !00 mins. Like Scenario 1, the bearing measurement's adaptive
late is never exceeded.
Tne position variances for the frequency measurement 3n illustrated
in ~\nnr£: !*-.
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Figure 6-31. Scenario 2- Frequency Measurement-
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110
Figure 6-32. Scenario 2- Bearing Measurement-
Predicted Residua! and Adaptive Gate
96
Figure (6-33). The values of the bearing measurement's positions
variances are slightly less than the frequency measurement's position
variances values.
Figure (6-35) illustrates the velocity components variances for the
frequency and bearing measurement. As indicated for Scenario 1. the
bearing measurement's velocity variances are very similar to the fre-
quency measurement's velocity variances. Hence, only one graph is dis-
played. Note the large value for v
y
variance for buoy 1 at tk = 100 mins.
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Figure 6-35. Scenario 2- Frequency and Bearing
Measurement - Velocity Variances
101
The frequency component variance is shown in Figure (6-36). Since
the bearing and frequency measurement's frequency component variance is











































Figure 6-36. Scenario 2- Frequency and Bearing
Measurement-Frequency Variance
102
Figures (6-37)-(6-42) illustrates the Kalman gains for the position,
velocity and frequecny components. The position gains, Figures (6-37) and
(6-38), are usually less than ± 100, but there are deviations when the
target maneuvers. Again the velocity and frequency gains, Figures (6-39)-
























































Figure 6-37. Scenario 2- Frequency Measurement -
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Figure 6-38. Scenario 2' Bearing Measurement-
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Figure 6-39 Scenario 2 : Frequency Measurement-

















































Figure 6-40. Scenario 2- Bearing Measurement












































Figure 6-41. Scenario 2 : Frequency Measurement -
















































Figure 6-42. Scenario 2- : Bearing Measurement
Kalman Gain for Frequency Component
ioa
D. SCENARIO 3
Scenario 3 is a three sonobuoy scenario, where two of the buoys are
LOFAR. A geographic plot of the target's track, sonobuoy pattern and the
filter's estimated track are shown in Figure (6-43). An enlarged geo-


































Figure 6-43. Scenario 3 : Geographic Plot-
Noise. Q',(k). and Adaptive Control Applied
109
as the track in Scenario 1 and is described in SuDsection v.B . The
algorithm generates tne estimates and predictions from the measurements
in the following order-
1. Frequency measurement from DIFAR l
2. Bearing measurement from DIFAR I
3. Frequency measurement from LOFAR 2

































Figure 6-44 Scenario 3 : Enlarged Geographic Plot-
Noise, Q'jflO, and Adaptive Control Applied
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v j ,... lUI i n if Ut nldt lOi 1 ; :• .i;t Dame do liit If U ui itldiiUi i j^c_. if: ...--r: —
no I. The random forcing faction covanance matrix Q'j(k), the adaptive
gate, and noise are applied to the filter. From Table (5-2) set 2 frequency
measurement standard deviations and from Table (5-3.) set 2 bearing
measurement standard deviations are applied to the noise-free measure-
ments. The measurement noise standard deviations used in Scenario 3 are
two times the measurement noise standard deviations used m Scenario 1.
Table (6-9) lists the maximum position error for each maneuver, "he
errors 5ri expected to De larger because twice the measurement noise has
been applied to the simulation and there is only one bearing measurement
per nme interval.
TofiA i--Q c.'TM f o \<\ 7- M/VIMI im CDD'"^ CAO CAru m - mg i* cr
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i ii 1 id I Milt Ma**1 MJ / ,
U i ii raj Fitor
o-io 808 yds
11-13 12 577 yds
1 A _ '"> CIT i J i
cr
i ^' 394 yds
26-3" 36 209 yds
49 1 7 O ..,-!'-1 JO LjUO
c, 1 .cp
J 1 DO j 'j -C"0 M rlec w»u Lj U O
C~? CO ^7 i^i~
_ -/ 3 L|UO
Examining the error ellipsoids at tk = rmns gives us some
r initiai error. The large cashed circle ^rror elli: :
far i's frequency measurement, its estimated position is tne tarqet
I
I.'.'
.1 Ife IC I/I
' c - .- - r
-
actual startinq position. Tne nqht horizontal ellipse ;s due \z
111
LT.'.i Lj IcdoUi criltti k. iida liUlby Ucai litu iTlcdSUr ciTlcnl iiUiH L-'ir^h i 3
*02 jegs, 12 clegs mors than the noise-free measurement. This causes the
estimated position to oe 410 yds south of the target'? sctuai starting
position. LOFAR 2 frequency measurement estimated position is nearly
the same as DIFAR 1's bearing measurement. LOFAR 3 noisq frequency
measurement is QM- lower than the noise-free floppier frequency
measurement, its estimated position is 308 yds southwest of the act.;,
target. LOFAR 3 snifts tne error ellipsoid to the left. Hence, the large
initial error is due to DIFAR 1's noisy bearing measurement and LOFAR 3 s
noisy frequency measurement. The shape of the error ellipsoid indicates
that the majority of the Qrror is along the bearing measurement of DIFAR
I. The arror ellipsoids for tk = 10 mins and tk = 30 mms are align with
DIFAR l's bearing measurement to the actual position, Out the actual posi-
tion is outside of the error ellipsoids. The filter takes approximate';,
twenty minutes to lock on to the target with errors less than 250 yds. As
:an De seen in figure (6-44) the filter detects maneuvers and tracks the
target through all the maneuvers.
riyuieci yo -<-.' inusuaies ine preoicieu resiuuai an.j 3G3pisve g^ue i .
i t*r i i «rvjijyi iv#y ji iU Lrr'j! illy ilicasui clue! lw. "... al Ll i .-. .<»*;
wzd\ ing measuremerii. , •_? uuoy i causes (.ne w^ui'v^u reSiQuai «.u -r"..-.--r.
i.ne auapiive jaie two umes. ine increase in i.ne duapuve gatero "->••--£•
large peak in Duoy 2's and Duoy 3's adaptive gate at t k = 41 mms.
The variances of the position, velocity and frequency components are
shown in figures (6-46J- (6-48). Figures (6-50M6-52) illustrates the
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Figure 6-45. Scenario 3 : Frequency and Bearing
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Figure 6-47. Scenario 3 : Frequency and Bearing
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Figure 6-49. Scenario 3 : Frequency and Bearing




















































Figure 6-50 Scenario 3 ; Frequency and Bearing






















































Figure 6-51. Scenario 3 : Frequency and Bearing
Measurement - Kalman Gain for Frequency Component
119
E. SCENARIO 4
Scenario 4 is a continuation of Scenario 3. Like Scenario 2. trie last
state estimate. &(59|59), 3nd last error covanance matrix, P(59|59).
from Scenario 3 is used to initialize Scenario 4. As illustrated if Figure
(6-52). LOFAR 3 from Scenario 3 is dropped and anotner LOFAR 3 is placed
west of the target's track. An enlarged geograpnic plot is snown in Figure
(6-53). T3ble (6-10) lists the maximum position error for each segment



















Figure 6-52. Scenario 4 1- Geographic Plot-
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Figure 6-53 Scenario ! Enlarged Geographic Plot-
Noise, Q',(k), and Adaptive Control Applied
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I aulc -10. SCENARIO 4: MAXIMUM ERROR FOR EAOH MANEUVER
Time Time M ->. •1 IOA
(Mins) Error
60-70 51 1 - . LjQc<
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track from t k = 60 mins to tk - 75 mins. At t k - 73 mins tne frequency
measurement from buoy 1 causes trie predicted residua! to exceed the
adaptive gate. Figure (6-54) illustrates the predicted residual and
adaptive gate for the frequency and bearing measurements. From tk= 74
mins to i
v
- S4 mins the target is heading 360 degs. The filter lags
behind the target during this segment. The noisy bearing measurement
from D1FAR ; is less than the noise-free measurement eiaht times out : T
1.1 ic Lfeii Hicdsurcrnci is., ncncc, uic i iiccf inink-s ins larGci 15 yoifiy, siuwei
.
l'Uc1 .. li e pu^iuun Oi LMi .-.h i, i.nt y cuorGinaic -z. Scnsiuvs 1.0 i.n<r Dta _
m q ^1 c* 1 1 ra pri ci rvt c tfrvm * — f-Tl mine t r\ * — i ",c- iwinc T^-^ fi Itisc lo'irtff ti-.^
r .'.. 'j 'T : . 1 T ! ''. , .'Ml . j. ~ J .. I I I II lo LU '.,.. ~ I \ \ * . • .. < • : : ~' 'JT •..'-- -^ . ! .
biiidii ~ LUi ii dnQ li dCf. 5 LtlS LdiUcl /viLii di i avyl sCjfc ei I ji
3(,'J,i Ua if ilat.y ly ^>jv y lJ->« ~ - '-j, i -, i lililio li Irr Jcai lllLj ulcajUi c! .r .
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ouoy l causes me predicted residu3l to exceed tne adaptive gate three
times and tne niter is reinitialized. D1FAR 1 's noisy Deanng measurement
for t k = 101 mins is 15 legs greater than the noise- f ree measurement.
Tne distance from trie target's actual position to Duoy 1 is 3250 yds. A
15 deg error at this distance is a very large ^rror. After restarting, the
filter locks en to the target at tk = 108 mins with an error of 80 yds. At
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Figure 6-54. Scenario 4= Frequency and Bearing
Measurement- Predicted Residual and Adaptive Gate
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i I I easurement ana tne filter's estimated position is southeast of tne actual
position Dy 770 yds. The filter reinitializes 3gam at t k - 113 mins.
D1FAR l's noisy bearing measurement is 10 degs greater than the noise-
free measurement 3nd the target is less than 2000 yds from buoy I.
After restarting the filter continues to track the target.
Figure (6-55) illustrates the position variances. Note the two peaks
at t k =101 mins and t k = 1 13 mins, this is when the filter is reinitialized.
From equation (3-57) the position components are reinitialize to (0.5 nm) 2
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Figure 5-55. Scenario 4= Frequency and Bearing
Measurement- Position variances
124
Tne velocity variances srz shown in Figure (6-56). The v
y
variance for
Duoy i at t
fc
= 100 is -4.32 >: 10 4 (yds/mins) 2 . This is at the completion
of the small "s" maneuver. The velocity components are reinitialized to
(3kts)2 or approximately 10 4 (yds/mins) 2 at t k =101 mins and t k = 113
mins. Figure (6-57) illustrates the frequency variances. Instead of reini-
tializing the frequency component to 1 hz2 as indicated in equation (3-57)
the algorithm used 10 hz2 for this scenario. The Kalman gams for the
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Figure 6-56. Scenario 4= Frequency and Bearing
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Figure 6-58. Scenario 4= Frequency ana Bearing










































Figure 6-59. Scenario 4 : Frequency and Bearing




















































Figure 6-60. Scenario 4; Frequency and Bearing
Measurement- Kalman G3in for Frequency Component
129
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Dut Scenario 5 uses set 1 measurement noise standard deviations frorr
Table (5-2) and TaDie (5-5). Simulation I, Figure (6-6 1J snows a geo-
graphic plot of tne sonoDuoy pattern, target's track ana the filter's
estimated track. The a prior; information follows'-
:< 9 = !0 nm ap = 0.5 nm
Ljo = 12 nm
v'o - 5 kts C v9 - 3 kts
h
e
= 180 degs o h9 - 10 degs
f r 500 hz 0fO - i ftz
v = 4850 ft /sec







k), ana P^k | k). Tne large aasned cir-
cle is the error ellipsoid from DIFAR l's frequency measurement; S "c"~
iariu, tne Horizontal ellipse is due to DIF^R i's Dear i no measurement.
!_OFaR 2 a^c 3 contribute vert' little to reducing t r,e error ellipsoid.
The f •( it or takes aoDrox'mat^lu ^ mins to lock on T '~ tho t -?'^t witr
grttl error of l£SS than "500 n^rrj^ This is Dartial dUP to fr^ ii"r+",-iir3i-iiJt
in the initial estimated covariance of error matrix D/ 0j-').
S ! mui3t;on 2, Figure (6-62), is tne same as Simulation 1 except for









v* = 6 kts














































Figure 6-6 1. Scenario 5-Simulation \- Geographic Plot
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Figure 6-62 Scenario 5-Simulation 2 : Geographic Plot-
Noise, Q'jCk), and Adaptive Control Applied
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Tne Dlack dot in the center of the dashed circle indicates tne target s
initial estimated position from D1FAR l frequency measurement. This
position is approximately 0.35 nm (720 yds) southwest of T.ne target -
actual position. The initial estimated speed is i kt. faster r r.ar 1 tne actual
speeo and the initial estimated course is off Dy 5 aeqs . Dut ail of
estimates are within their standard deviations. Tne estimated Dosit'On
x(0 0) is less than 500 yards from tne actual position Tne niie*
establishes a consistent track estimate that reduces tne position error
with eacn iteration. Trie- error ellipsoids decrease very rapidiu. due to r. •-
addition of tne off diagonal terms in P(ol-i),
Several other simulations were run with different combinations of tne
a prion information. xjOJ-U values, buoy types, buoy position, and number
of buoys, as expected the better the a prion information is me quicker
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" 3Cl no submarines jSimu t <tended Kalman Filtering "r~ :~n;ojv:.. '..."• : '~
ous simulation tests were conducted and rood ificst ions made Dunno tne
Study. L-'Hid j Small rtJL-'i' eS^fit at i Vt; Sampling Oi the reSUitS haVS - ,r~>".
presented here. The results demonstrated that the filter is capable of
tracking an maneuvering target. The accuracy of the tracking is highly
jCl-'ci lur-i H Ul i u it fOllOWinG"
i. Tt)Q tuDe and number of sonobuoys in the pattern,
_ .
mt 3i i lUUI w J\ lie »jC>ui t 1 1 it i ! I i iU I DC
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Tno predicted r es'dua!s of the filter were found to De 9 qooo md . ~~
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for more computer memory and the cost (time,1 oi calculating the mean.
The following practical problems were not tested in the simulations.











- r*f * .*, r " w * "-
:-f the range of signal reception, tne possibility of a buoy beccrr r.g
available for a few measurements, only to crop out either temporarily or
permanently as trie signal weakens, must De taken into account, a second
practical problem is due to trie measurement signal processors.
Measurements are likely to be available at random times. And trie third
proDi^m is u3u measuremcnio. nuw uo we. iidiiu.e a udu iTicdbui cincm. : * •.-
instance, tne bearing measurement is 90 degs from ;he expected measure-
ment. The tracking algorithm is design to 3llow for sonobuoy fade out and
asynt.ni onous mcasurernenis. -ad inuicaicu m ^uub^^iiuii .~, .>-
.l .-- cf • 3 L I 0! I pdCrcL wun515l-3 Oi luc lUllUWllly-
SUCt III t IV^dlJUi I --i U IC 3UMUUUVU lluVflllj iwUI !lu\-l
*;i" iTicaSUi ciiicl it, aitU
t
-I
L its standard deviation.
For a given time only tnose buoys that have measurements are used as
input data. Tne current version of the tracking algorithm assumes that a!!
measurements are good. The predicted residua! can be used to detect a
bad measurement. A method needs to be developed to determined arc
discard the bad measurements.
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simulations to sreate 5 pseuao-realistic tracking environment. The traci -
ing algorithm will neec! tc be modified to accept the other data. Furtner
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Dr develop an initialization algorithm that provides the traci ing
algorithm with the a prion information.
Z. Conduct a comparison of this algorithm with other existing
algorithms. Or develop a filter using polar coordinates, modified
polar coordinates or other state vector and compare it to the
tracking algorithm. Note in polar coordinates both trie system model
and measurement model are nonlinear.
t- iii'vibo? ;ne uc^.ii ui uic laryei as a :u3Lt vai iodic.
:. -ppiu the tracking algorithm to a data fusion problem. For octree.
at the same frequency we h3ve measurements to a submarine, and 5
^ui iwT»-c larytii ; r,jin ine same DUuy. ur in auGition lo ine a^uou^.
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operator may Ud'^e a several dominant frequencies for a target.
Also.tnere should be a means to insert into trie algorithm the
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for the tracking program presented in Appendix B.
The sonobuoy pattern data set is, also, presented in this appendix, it
































PROGRAM COMPUTES THE TARGET TRACK
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKX
THE OUTPUT IS IN FILE DEVICE 3
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

















SAMPLE INTERVAL IN SECS.
MATRIX OF TARGET'S HEADINGS
COUNTER
1-1
INTERVAL TO TIME TURNS ITIME =12,
EX. ITIME X DT X TRATE = DEGREES OF TURN
12 X 15 SEC X 0.5 DEG/SEC = 90 DEGS
COUNTER
PI X 180 DEGREES
TIME USED IN SECONDS AND CONVERTED TO MINUTES FOR
OUTPUT
HORIZ ACCELERATION- YARDS/SECXX2
TURN RATE-INPUT IN DEG/SEC, CONVERTED TO RAD/SEC
+ CLOCKWISE,- COUNTER CLOCKWISE
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TURNS
MATRIX OF TARGET'S VELOCITIES-KNOTS AND YARDS/SEC
X COMPONENT OF VEL
Y COMPONENT OF VEL
X COMPONENT-USED IN NM AND YDS
Y COMPONENT-USED IN NM AND YDS
xxx VARIABLE DECLARATIONS xxx
138
REAL HDG
DIMENSION T( 2000 ), VEL ( 2000 ),TRATE( 2000 ),X( 2000 ),Y( 2000 ),HDG( 2000)
C











C CONVERT DIST TO YARDS
X(1)=X(1)*2025.3667
Y(1)=Y(1)X2025.3667
C CONVERT TURN RATE FROM DEG/SEC TO RAD/SEC
TRATE(1)=TRATE(1)*PI180
C CONVERT VEL FROM KTS TO YARDS/SEC
VEL(1)=VEL(1)X0. 562605
C CONVERT HEADING TO RAD/SEC
HDG(1)=HDGC1)*PI180






C ITIME=12 90 DEG AT . 5 DEG/SEC
C ITIME=24 180 DEG AT 0.5 DEG/SEC
C ITIME=48 360 DEG AT 0.5 DEG/SEC
ITIME=12








































ELSEIF(TCI) .EQ.5760. ) THEN




















































IF(I.LT.564) GO TO 34
11=1-1
DO 20 J=1,II,4
C CONVERT HEADING FROM RADS TO DEGS.
HDG(J)=HDG(J)/PI180
C CONVERT VELOCITY FROM YARDS/SEC TO KTS
VEL(J)=VEL(J)/0.5626







1000 FORMAT ( F8 . 2, 2( 4X, Fll . 4) , 4X, F7 . 2, 4X, F7 . 2)
100 FORMAT (F10.5,2X,F8.2)






































SUBROUTINE TURN(X, Y, TRATE, VEL , HDG, DT, ITIME, T, I)
xxx PURPOSE xxx
CALCULATE X AND Y COMPONENTS IN TURNS















SAMPLE INTERVAL IN SECS.
MATRIX OF TARGET'S HEADINGS
COUNTER
TIME INTERVAL TURNSTOPS
INTERVAL TO TIME TURNS, ITIME =12,
EX. ITIME X DT X TRATE = DEGREES OF TURN
12 X 15 SEC X 0.5 DEG/SEC = 90 DEGS
COUNTER
TIME USED IN SECONDS AND CONVERTED TO MINUTES FOR
OUTPUT
TURN RATE-INPUT IN DEG/SEC, CONVERTED TO RAD/SEC
+ CLOCKWISE,- COUNTER CLOCKWISE
2 X PI
MATRIX OF TARGET'S VELOCITIES-KNOTS AND YARDS/SEC
X COMPONENT OF VEL
Y COMPONENT OF VEL
X COMPONENT-USED IN NM AND YDS
Y COMPONENT-USED IN NM AND YDS






















c output from target track, input to
c file device 3
c time x comp y comp
c mins nm nut
0.00 10.0000 :12,0000
1.00 io.oooo :LI. 9167
2.00 10.0000 ]LI. 8333
3.00 10.0000 ]LI. 7500
4.00 10.0000 ]LI. 6667
5.00 10.0000 ]LI. 5833
6.00 10.0000 ]LI. 5000
7.00 10.0000 :LI. 4167
8.00 10.0000 ]LI. 3333
9.00 10.0000 ]LI. 2500
10.00 10.0000 ]LI. 1667
11.00 9.9735 ]LI. 0886
12.00 9.9115 ]LI. 0342
13.00 9.8306 ]LI. 0181
14.00 9.7473 ]LI. 0181
15.00 9.6640 ]LI. 0181
16.00 9.5806 ]LI. 0181
17.00 9.4973 ]LI. 0181
18.00 9.4140 ]LI. 0181
19.00 9.3306 ]11.0181
20.00 9.2473 ]LI. 0181
21.00 9.1640 1LI. 0181
22.00 9.0806 ],1.0181
23.00 8.9973 ]LI. 0181































c sample sonobuoy pattern input file
c for time t=0 to t= 59
c this pattern was used in scenario 3
c a priori information used for p(k/k-l) and x(k/k-l)
c
c input data follows'
c number of buoys in pattern
c buoy bflag x comp y comp
c type in nm in nm
c
3
DIFAR 1.0 9.0 12.0
LOFAR 2.0 8.0 10.0
LOFAR 2.0 12.0 11.0
c
c
c sample sonobuoy pattern input file
c for time t=60 to t=140
c using x(k/k) and P(k/k) from previous run
c pattern and data is similar to that used in scenario 4
c
c input data follows
t
c
c number of buoys in pattern
c buoy bflag x comp y comp
c type in nm in nm
c time
c p(k/k) = p(59/59) is a 5 x 5 matrix
c x(k/k) = x(59/59) is a 1 x 5 matrix
c
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3DIFAR 1.0 9.0 12.0
LOFAR 2.0 8.0 10.0
LOFAR 2.0 5.5 11.5
5.9000E+01
1.7942E+04 2.0082E+03 3.9967E+02 3.8684E+01 -5.9835E+00
2.0082E+03 6.9507E+02 -3.2991E+02 -1.2371E+02 -1.7275E+00
3.9968E+02 -3.2991E+02 7.5759E+03 4.3116E+02 7.8573E-01
3.8682E+01 -1.2371E+02 4.3116E+02 1.5582E+02 3.1255E-01
5.9835E+00 -1.7275E+00. 7.8573E-01 3.1255E-01 4.8693E-03
1.5318E+04 -1.4382E+02 2.2142E+04 -3.6561E+00 2.9992E+02
147
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c exec's used to run the tracking algorithm
c
c example of temp exec used to reservB space on disk b
c as indicated in buoy exec file device 7,8 10,12.18, and 19
c are on disk b. in Order to see disk b type "flist X * b"
c
c temp exec
CP DEFINE T3350 AS 193 20
FORMAT 193 B
c
c example of buoy exec
c filedef 2 is sonobouy pattern input file
c filedef 3 is the target track input file
c filedef 4 is the graphic input for geographic and enlarged
c geographic plots
c filedef 7 is the graphic input for the kalman gains plots
c filedef 8 is the output of the tracking algorithm. Each
c matrices and calculation can be checked if desired.
c filedef 9 is the graphic input for the variance plots
c filedef 10 is the track position data and the filter's estimated
c position output (in yards)
c filedef 12 is the graphic input for the kalman position
c variances and the experimental position variances.
c filedef 18 is the graphic input for the predicted residual
c and adaptive gating plots
c filedef 19 is the error ellipsoid data
c
&TRACE ON
CP TERMINAL LINES 80
FILEDEF 02 DISK BU0Y2 DATA A
149
FILEDEF 03 DISK TGT INPUT A
FILEDEF 04 DISK FILE FT04F001 (PERM
FILEDEF 07 DISK FILE FT07F001 B
FILEDEF 08 DISK OUTPUT DATA B
FILEDEF 09 DISK FILE FT09F001 (PERM
FILEDEF 10 DISK TRACK DATA B
FILEDEF 12 DISK FILE FT12F001 B
FILEDEF 18 DISK FILE FT18F001 B


































THIS IS A MULTISENSOR TRACKING PROGRAM. PROGRAM USES EXTENDED
KALMAN FILTER TECHNIQUES TO TRACK A MANEUVERING TARGET BASED
ON NOISY PASSIVE BEARING AND DOPPLER SHIFTED FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS.
IN ORDER TO RUN PROGRAM SEE THE TWO EXEC FILES DEFINE
ON THE PREVIOUS PAGES. TO RUN THE PROGRAM USE THE
FOLLOWING STEPS.
1. RESERVE SPACE ON B DISK BY USING TEMP EXEC.
2. COMPILE THIS PROGRAM.


















= ADAPTIVE GATING FLAG; 0. 0-OFF, 1 .0-ON.
= SUBROUTINE TO CALC BEARING MEASUREMENT
* DEFINES THE BUOY TYPE; 1.0- DIFAR, 2.0-LOFAR
= SUBROUTINE TO CALC MEASUREMENT MATRIX H(K)
FOR THE BEARING MEASUREMENT
BEARING IN RADS
= PREDICTED BEARING MEAS. IN RADS, BRG(K/K-1)
= BUOY TYPE, DIFAR OR LOFAR
= DISTANCE OR RANGE, USED IN NM AND YARDS
- PREDICTED BEARING MEAS IN DEGS, DBRGCK/K-1)
BEARING IN DEGS
= SUBROUTINE TO CALC DOPPLER FREQUENCY
= NUMBER USED IN PSEUDO RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
= TIME DIFFERENCE, T(K)- T(K-l)
= PREDICTED RESIDUAL





































ESTIMATED Y COMP, XKK(3)
ARRAY OF DOPP FREQS, ONE FOR EACH FREQ MEAS
PREDICTED FREQ RESIDUAL FD(K/K-1)
THE DOPP FREQ, OUTPUT OF DOPP SUBROUTINE
INDICATES MORE MEASUREMENTS IN THE TIME INTERVAL
1.0-REMAIN IN SAME TIME SLOT,Q.0-CAN READ NEXT
TIME
SUBROUTINE TO CALC MEASUREMENT MATRIX H(K)
FOR FREQ MEASUREMENT.
KALMAN GAINS
SUBROUTINE TO CALC KALMAN EQUATIONS
GAMMA MATRIX, STATE FORCING MATRIX (5 X 3)
TRANSPOSE OF GAMMA
HCK)XP<K/K-1)XH(K)T
3 SIGMA ADAPTIVE GATE, 3«C (GATE+R)X»l/2)
SUBROUTINE TO CALC GAUSSIAN PSEUDO-RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATOR
GME
USED WITH ADAPTIVE GATE, 0-CONTINUE
1-GATE3 EXCEEDED, 2- REINITIALIZE PROBLEM
MEASUREMENT MATRIX (5X1)
A PRIORI HEADING INFORMATION
TRANSPOSE OF H
COUNTER





COUNTER TO DETERMINE THE TIMES THE ADAPT GATE
IS EXCEEDED
ROW OR COLUMN OF MATRIX, 1 IN THIS CASE
MAX NUMBER OF ROWS OR COLUMNS
ROW OR COLUMNS OF MATRIX





































USE MANEUVERING EQUATIONS, QI(K)
LAST TRACK VALUE OF DATA
MZ-1
ROWS OR COLUMNS OF MATRIX
COUNTER FOR BUOY NUMBER
TOTAL NUMBER OF BUOYS IN THE PATTERN
MAX NUMBER OF RONS AND COLUMNS
INDICATES 0.0- NO NOISE IS ADDED TO
MEAS, 1.0 NOISE IS INCLUDED
USED WITH EXP VAR, 10 TERM MOVING WINDOW
NM=K-10
NZ + 10
FIRST TRACK INTERVAL VALUE, USUALLY 1 OR 60
NZ-1
ERROR IN POSITION, IN YARDS
0.0-CALC PC0/-1) FROM A PRIORI INFORMATION
1.0-CALC PCK/K-1) FROM PREVIOUS SIMULATION
TRANSITION MATRIX (5 X 5)




P(K/K) COVARIANCE OF ERROR MATRIX
PCK/K-1) PREDICTED COVARIANCE OF ERROR MATRIX
SUBROUTINE TO PLOT BEARING MEAS. GAINS AND
COV OF ERROR
SUBROUTINE TO PLOT FREQ MEAS GAINS AND COV
OF ERROR
SUBROUTINE TO PLOT ADAPT GATE AND PREDICTED
RESIDUAL FROM BEARING MEAS
SUBROUTINE TO PLOT ADAPT GATE AND PREDICTED
RESIDUAL FROM FREQ MEAS
SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY MATRICES
STATE EXCITATION MATRIX C5 X 5)




































MEAS NOISE COVARIANCE OF ERROR MATRIX
CALCS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE PROBLEM IS
REINITIALIZED FOR A GIVEN MEASUREMENT
TRUE RADIATED FREQUENCY
SUBROUTINE TO REINITIALIZE THE PROBLEM
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR BEARING MEAS NOISE, RADS
STD DEV FOR BEARING MEAS NOISE, DEGS
STD DEV FOR FREQ NOISE, HZ
STD DEV FOR A PRIORI FREQ, HZ
STD DEV FOR A PRIORI HEADING, DEGS
VECTOR OF 3 STD DEVS FROM QFIND
STD DEV FOR A PRIORI POSITION, NM
STD DEV FOR A PRIORI VELOCITY, KTS
STD DEV FOR VX COMP OF VE,KTS
STD DEV FOR VY COMP OF VE,KTS
SUMMATION FOR 10 TERM MOVING WINDOW FOR
X COMP
SUMMATION FOR 10 TERM MOVING WINDOW FOR
Y COMP
MATRIX USED FOR CALCULATIONS
MATRIX USED FOR CALCULATIONS
MATRIX USED FOR CALCULATIONS
MATRIX USED FOR CALCULATIONS
COUNTS THE OF TIMES GATE3 IS EXCEEDED




X COMP EXPERIMENTAL VARIANCE
Y COMP EXPERIMENTAL VARIANCE
A PRIORI VELOCITY INFORMATION
MEAS VELOCITY IN DOPPLER EQUATION
VELOCITY OF SOUND IN WATER, FT/SEC
MATRIX OF THE VMEAS
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TARGET'S TRUE VELOCITY
TARGET'S TRUE X COMP VELOCITY
A PRIORI X COMP VELOCITY INFORMATION
TARGET'S TRUE Y COMP VELOCITY
A PRIORI Y COMP VELOCITY INFORMATION
RANDOM FORCING FUNCTION COVARIANCE MATRIX
BUOY'S X COMP POSITION, NM AND YARDS
DISTANCE IN TARGET'S X COMP AND BUOY'S X COMP,
XT-XB
DISTANCE IN XE-XB
A PRIORI X COMP INFORMATION
ESTIMATED STATE VECTOR, XCK/K)
PREDICTED STATE VECTOR, XCK/K-1)
TARGET'S TRUE X COMP
BUOY'S Y COMP POSITION, NM AND YARDS
DISTANCE YT-YB
DISTANCE YE-YB
A PRIORI Y COMP INFORMATION
TARGET'S TRUE Y.COMP
MEAS MODEL
BEARING MEAS IN DEGS
MATRIX OF ZZFREQ'S
SUBROUTINE TO CALC GATE3 AND TEST PREDICTED
RESIDUAL
NOISY BEARING MEAS IN RADS
NOISY FREQ MEAS IN HZ












































C K=DISCRETE PT IN TIME, THE STAGE OF THE PROCESS
C L-l ROW OR COLUMN
C M=2 ROW OR COLUMNS
C N=5 ROMS OR COLUMNS
C LD=MD=ND=MAX t OF RONS OR COLUMNS
C DT=DELAY TIME
C MZ=NO. OF TRACK VALUES






















C NOISE FLAG-0.0 NOISE OFF, 1.0 NOISE ON
NFLAG=1.0
C MANV FLAG-0.0 MANV OFF, 1.0 MANV ON
MFLAG=1.0





C NUMBER OF INITIAL PKKM1 MATRIX TO USE
INIT=4
C INITIAL ESTIMATE OF TARGET POSITION, VELOCITY, AND COURSE IN
















C KTS TO YARDS/MIN
VE=VE*33. 75633
SIGVE=SIGVEX33. 75633




















C WRITE ACTUAL TRACK VALUES
C WRITEC8.1000)
1000 F0RMAT(4X, 'TIMES 12X, »XTM2X, »YT»,10X, »TGT VEL , ,6X, I TGT HDG 1 )
C DO LOOP CONVERTS VTCI) FROM KTS TO OTHER UNITS
DO 800 I=NZ,MZ
C CONVERT VT TO AGREE WITH VP
C KTS TO YARDS/MIN
VTCI)=VT(I)*33. 75633








C READ IN NUMBER OF BUOYS, THEN READ TYPE AND LOCATION
READ(2,5) NBUOY
5 FORMATCI3)
C BFLAG=1.0 BUOY GIVES BEARING AND FREQ
156




C WRITE ACTUAL BUOYS -TYPES AND LOCATIONS






1005 FORMAT(//,l OX, 1 BUOYS')
WRITEC8,1006)




C CALC. THE ACTUAL BEARINGS FROM BUOYS TO TARGET TRACKS AND THE
C FREQS. RECEIVED
C
C WRITE BEARINGS AND FREQS FOR EACH BUOY
DO 102 I=NZ,MZ
C WRITE(10,1008)





















































cC <» INITIAL PKKM1 MATRICES ARE SET UP USE 1
C IF CONTINUING FROM A PREVIOUS RUN PFLAG =1.0














































7177 FORMATC//, 1 Mtttittfttt K=»,I4)
WRITE(8,555)
555 FORMATC/* PKKM1 MATRIX ')
00 3022 1=1,
N
3022 WRITE(8,91) (PKKM1CI, J), J=1,N)
HRITE(8,8812)
8812 FORMAT </» XKKM1 •)






C NB IS COUNTER INDICATING BUOY NUMBER
NB=1
C




7905 F0RMAT(5X,» DT= »,F10.2)
CALL PHIGAM(DT,N,M,PHI,GAM,K)
C WRITE PHI MATRIX
WRITE(8,979)
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979 FORMATU 1 PHI MATRIX ')
DO 3580 1=1,
N
3580 WRITE(8,92) (PHK I, J ) , J = l, N)
C WRITE GAMMA MATRIX
WRITE(8,978)
978 FORMATC/' GAMMA MATRIX »)
DO 3581 1=1,






CALL QFINDCDT, GAM, XKKM1,H,Q,N,M,ND,MD, SIGMA, K,MFLAG,GFLAG)
C WRITE(8,544)
544 F0RMAT(/« W •)
C DO 3021 1=1,3
C3021 WRITEC8,92) (W(I, J), J=l,3)
WRITE(8,799)
799 FORMATC/* Q MATRIX ')
DO 3123 1=1,
M






3583 F0RMAT(//,5X,'FREQ MEAS FROM BUOY »,I2)
CALL FMEAS(XB,YB,XKKM1,VP,H,R,N,NB,K,FDKKM1,D)





656 F0RMAT(/« PKK ')
DO 3023 1=1,




IFCGFLAG.EQ.l.) GO TO 5110














5009 FORMAT(/,»FREQ. STD DEV =»,F«.2)















C AFLAG=1.0 USE ADAPTIVE FILTER
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C AFLAG=0. DON'T USE ADAPTIVE FILTER
IF(AFLAG.EQ.L) THEN




















3024 NRITE(8,92) (PKKMKI, J), J = 1,N)
ENDIF
IFCGFLAG.NE.O.) THEN
CALL QFIND(DT, GAM, XKKM1,W,Q,N,M,ND,MD, SIGMA, K,MFLAG,GFLAG)
C HRITE(8,544)
C 544 FORMATC/* W •)
C DO 3025 1=1,3
C3025 WRITE(8,92) (W(I, J), J=l, 3)
WRITE(8,799)
DO 3124 1=1,











8011 FORMAT(/» XKK •)
WRITE(8,92XXKK(J),J = 1,N)
C WRITE(8,9897) K,NB


















C SET UP ARRAYS TO COLLECT GAINS, VARIANCES, AND ERROR ELLIPSOID
C DATA FOR PLOTS.
C
CALL PLOTFCTIME, EXT, EYT,G,PKK,K,NB,NBUOY,NZ,MZ, VARX, VARY)
C STORE RESIDUAL AND GATE3 VS TIME FOR PLOTS
CALL PL0TGF(TIME,K,NB,NBU0Y,NZ,MZ,ABS(E(1)),GATE3,TGATE,RFLAG)
C
9899 F0RMAT(5X, 'TIME* , 9X, 'XT 1 ,11X, »YTM2X, 'EST XTMIX^EST YT f )
166
C WRITE(8,393) CTIME( I ) ,XT< I) , YT(I) , EXT( I) , EYT( I )
,
1=1 , K)
WRITE(8,393) TIME(K) ,XT(K) , YT(K) , EXT(K) , EYT(K)






IF( (BFLAG(NB) . EQ. 1 . 0) .OR. (BFLAG(NB) . EQ. 3. 0) ) THEN
C WRITE(8,3584) NB
C3584 FCRMAT(//,5X,»BEARING MEAS. FROM BUOY »,I2)
IFCBFLAG(NB).EQ.l.O) THEN
FLAG=1.0



































IFCGFLAG.EQ.l.) GO TO 5111















5010 FORMAT(/,'BEARING STD DEV = »,F4.2)




IF( BRKKM1 . LT . . ) BRKKM1=BRKKM1+TW0PI
E(1)=Z(1)-BRKKM1
IF(ECl).GT.PI) E(1)=E(1)-TW0PI









93 FORMATC/ , 5X, F7 .2, 5X, F7 . 2, 5X, F7 . 2)
94 F0RMATC/,5X,F7.2,5X,F7.2,5X,F7.2)
WRITEC8,3029)
3029 FORMATC/ * ERROR xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx *)
WRITEC8,92) .E(l)
GFLAG=0.
C AFLAG=1.0 USE ADAPTIVE FILTER
C AFLAG=0. DON'T USE ADAPTIVE FILTER
IFCAFLAG.EQ.l.) THEN
C DETERMINES IF RESIDUAL IS INSIDE GATE3
C GATEl=(HxPKKMlxH f +R)xx0.5
C GATE3=3XGATE1
IFCK.NE.l) THEN
























CALL QFINDC DT , GAM, XKKM1 , W, Q, N , M, ND, MD, SIGMA , K , MFL AG, GFLAG
)
C WRITE(8,544)
C 544 FORMAT(/» W ')
C DO 3027 1*1,3





































C SET UP ARRAYS TO COLLECT GAINS, VARIANCES, AND ERROR ELLIPSOID
C DATA FOR PLOTS.
C COMMENT PLOTB OUT IF WANT ONLY VEL . ERROR ELLIPSES ONLY FROM
C PLOTF.
C
CALL PLOTBCTIME, EXT, EYT,G,PKK,K,NB,NBUOY,NZ,MZ, BFLAG,VARX, VARY)
C
C STORE RESIDUAL AND GATE3 VS TIME FOR PLOTS
CALL PL0TGBCTIME,K,NB,NBU0Y,NZ,MZ,ABS(E(1)),GATE3,TGATE,RFLAG)
C


















5002 WRITE(8,92) (PKKM1(I,J), J=1,N)
C
C LOOP BACK TO CALC FREQ AND BEARING FROM NEXT BUOY
GO TO 3
ENDIF
C COMMENT OUT PLOTF AND PLOTB ABOVE. THE CALL BELOW WILL WRITE
171
C THE LAST ELLIPSE CALC. BY PLOTF OR PLOTB.
IF(BFLAG(NB).EQ.2.) THEN
CALL PLOTFCTIME, EXT, EYT,G,PKK, K,NB,NBUOY,NZ,MZ, VARX, VARY)
ELSE




IF(K.GT.MZ) GO TO 888
GO TO 67
C




















C PRINT OUT GAINS, VARIANCES DATA FOR PLOTS
CALL PLOTFCTIME, EXT, EYT,G,PKK,K,NB,NBUOY,NZ,MZ, VARX, VARY)
C PLOT THE RESIDUAL AND GATE3 VS TIME
CALL PL0TGF(TIME,K,NB,NBU0Y,NZ,MZ,EC1),GATE3,TGATE,RFLAG)
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CALL PLOTB(TIME, EXT, EYT,G, PKK, K, NB, NBUOY, NZ,MZ, BFLAG,VARX, VARY)
C PLOT THE RESIDUAL AND GATE3 VS TIME







343 FORMATC/ 1 PKK )
DO 3323 1=1,
N









C XXX PURPOSE XXX
C THIS GIVES ACTUAL BEARINGS FROM A BUOY TO THE TARGET IN RADIANS,
C USING NORTH AS 360 DEGS., EAST AS 90 DEGS, SOUTH AS 180 DEGS.,
C WEST AS 270 DEGS.
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx



















SUBROUTINE DOPP (VX, VY,XD,YD,VP,RFREQ, VMEAS,FD, I)
C XXX PURPOSE xxx
C SUBROUTINE CALCS. THE DOPPLER FREQ.
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS XXX
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM, EXCEPT
C R = RANGEC DISTANCE)
C














C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C CALCULATE THE PHI AND GAMMA MATRICES
C
C
C xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS XXX
174
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM
C
C XXX VARIABLE DECLARATIONS***
DIMENSION PHI(5,5),GAMC5,5)
C









C REMOVE C»S TO GET PRINTOUT IF DESIRED
C WRITE(8,35)
C35 F0RMAT(/,5X,» PHI MATRIX •)
C DO 100 1=1,
N
C100 HRITE(8,92) CPHICI, J), J=1,N)
C WRITEC8,40)
40 F0RMATC/,5X,» GAMMA MATRIX »)
C DO 101 1=1,
N








SUBROUTINE GAIN(PKK,PKKM1 , Q, R, PHI, H, N, L,G,ND,MD, LD,K, FLAG, GATE,
XGFLAG,NZ)
xxx PURPOSE xxx
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE OPTIMUM GAIN MATRIX AND THE
C COVARIANCE
175
cC xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM
C















C REMAIN IN SAME TIME SO PHI AND GAM MATRICES ARE THE SAME
IF((K.EQ.l).OR.(FLAG.EQ.l.Q).OR.(GFLAG.EQ.1.0)) GO TO 8889
C NOTE HERE PKKM1(I,J) = PCK/K-1)




















8777 FORMATC/* FLAG= " , F4 .2, 2X, 'GFLAG =*,F4.2)
C
C CALC GAIN GOO
C
C G(K) = PCK/K-1)*HT*CH*PCK/K-1)XHT + R)xx-1
CALL TRANSCH,L,N,HT,ND,MD)
WRITEC 8, 39)






36 FORMATC* HT •)





20 FORMATC* PKKM1*HT »)
DO 21 1=1,
N
21 WRITEC8,92) CTEMPCI, J), J=1,L)
CALL PRODCK, TEMP, L,N,L, TEMPI, ND,MD,LD)
WRITEC8,38)
















C31 FORMATC (HPHT + R)-l»)
DET=1/TEMP3(1,1)












30 FORMATC GH . •
)




37 FORMATC IDENTITY MATRIX •)
C DO 45 1=1,
C45 WRITE(8,92)( UNITd, J), J=1,N)
C
C
CALL SUBCUNIT, TEMP, N,N, TEMPI, ND,MD)
WRITE(8,33)











SUBROUTINE QFIND( DT, GAM, XKKM1, W, Q,N,M, ND,MD, SIGMA, K, MFLAG, GFLAG)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C CALCULATES THE STATE EXCITATION COVARIANCE OF ERROR MATRIX
C
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS ***
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM, EXCEPT
C SIGVT2=(0.01 KTS/SEOXX2 = 410.8 YDSXX2/MINXX4
C SIGTH2=(0.1DEG/SEC)XX2 = 0.01096 RADSXX2/MINXX2
C SIGF02=(0.001HZ/SEC)X»2= 0.0036 HZXX2/MINXX2






C xxx VARIABLE DECLARATIONS xxx
DIMENSION GAM(5,5),6AMT(5,5),H(5,5),Q(5,5),TEMP<5,5)
DIMENSION XKKM1(5),SIGMA(3)
C SET UP W MATRIX
IF(GFLAG.NE.L) THEN
IF(MFLAG.EQ.l) THEN
C MFLAG = NO MANUEVERING
























544 FORMATC/ 1 M •)
DO 3021 1=1,3






1 F0RMAT(/>5X,» GAMT MATRIX •)
C DO 100 1=1,
M
C100 WRITEC8,92) (GAMTCI, J), J=1,N)
92 F0RMATC2X,8(1PE12.5,2X))
CALL PROD( GAM, W,N,M,M, TEMP, ND,MD,MD)
C WRITEC8,2)
2 F0RMATC/,5X,» TEMP MATRIX •)
C DO 101 1=1,
N
C101 WRITE(8,92) (TEMPd, J), J=1,M)
CALL PROD(TEMP,GAMT,N,M,N,Q,ND,MD,MD)
C REMOVE C'S FOR PRINTOUT IF DESIRED
C WRITE(8,3)
3 F0RMAT(/,5X,» Q MATRIX »)
C DO 102 1=1,








SUBROUTINE FMEAS( XB , YB , XKKM1 , VP , H, R , N, NB , K, FDKKM1 , D)
C XXX PURPOSE xxx
C SUBROUTINE CALCS THE H MATRIX FOR THE FREQ. MEASUREMENTS
C AND SELECTS AND R.
C
C XXX VARIABLE DECLARATIONS XXX
DIMENSION XB(10),YB(10),XKKM1(5),H(5,5)




40 FORMAT</» R FOR FREQ »)
WRITE<8,92) R
C WRITE(8,41)































SUBROUTINE BMEASCXB, YB,XKKM1 , VP, H,R,N, NB,K, BRKKM1
)
C SUBROUTINE CALCS THE H MATRIX FOR THE BEARING MEASUREMENTS
C AND SELECTS AND R.
DIMENSION XB(10),YB(10), XKKMH5) , H(5,5)
PI180=0. 0174533
























































CONTAINS GRAPHIC DATA FOR KALMAN GAINS, COVARIANCE MATRIX, AND
ERROR ELLIPSOIDS FOR FREQ MEAS
XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx












SUBROUTINE TO CALC ERROR ELLIPSOIDS
MATRIX OF VARX
MATRIX OF VARY
MATRIX OF FREQ GAINS, STORE FOR PLOTTING
MATRIX OF X COMP GAINS, STORE FOR PLOTTING
MATRICX OF VX COMP GAINS
MATRIX OF Y COMP GAINS, STORE FOR PLOTTING
MATRIX OF VY COMP GAINS
MATRIX OF FREQ COMP COVARIANCE OF ERROR
USED FOR PLOTTING ERROR ELLIPSOIDS









= COVARIANCE OF X AND Y COMPS
= Y COMP VARIANCE, USED HITH ERROR ELLIPSOIDS
= VY COMP VARIANCE





DIMENSION PXY( 6 , 200 ) , PVV ( 6 , 20 ) , EVARXC 6 , 200 ) , EVARYC 6 , 200)
C WRITE(7,1) NB
C WRITE(9,1) NB
CI F0RMATC/,5X,' FREQ.MEAS. FROM BUOY »,I2)
KK=K-1

















C COMMENT OUT ONE OF CALLS IN EACH IF-THEN, THE
C FIRST CALL ELLIP COMPUTES POSITION ERROR ELLIPSES, SECOND ONE





















80 F0RMAT(/,5X,» FREQ MEAS. GAINS FROM BUOY M2)
81 F0RMAT(/,5X,» FREQ MEAS. VAR. FROM BUOY M2)
DO 6002 J=NZ,KK
WRITE(7,95) TIME(J),GX(I,J),GXD(I,J),GY(I,J),GYD(I,J),GF(I,J)
HRITE(9,95) TIMEC J) ,PXCI, J ) ,PXDCI, J),PY(I, J),PYD(I, J),PF(I, J)
HRITE(19,95) TIME( J) ,PXCI, J),PY(I, J),PXY(I, J)
IF(J.GE.ll) THEN











SUBROUTINE PLOTB(TIME,XT,YT,G, PICK, K,NB,NBUOY,NZ,MZZ, BFLAG, VARX,
XVARY)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C CONTAINS GRAPHIC DATA FOR KALMAN GAINS, COVARIANCE MATRIX, AND
C ERROR ELLIPSOIDS FOR BEARING MEAS
C
C xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM AND/OR PLOTF
C









CI FORMAT (/.5X,« BEARING MEAS. FROM BUOY *,I2)
KK=K-1




























888 DO 6001 I=1,NBU0Y
C DON,T PRINT GAINS AND VAR IF ITS A LOFAR BUOY (THERE ANYWAY)




80 F0RMAT(/,5X, f BEARING MEAS. GAINS FROM BUOY »,I2)


















C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C xxx ROUTINE TO PLACE ELLIPSE DATA IN FILE
C























9898 FORMAT(/» BEARING MEAS. ERROR ELLIPSE •)
ELSE
C WRITE(4,9999)








1982 FORMAT ( 2 Fl 4. 4)
RETURN
END





C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C GRAHICS INPUT FILE ADAPT GATE AND PREDICTED
C RESIDUAL FROM FREQ MEAS
C
C xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS XXX
C SAME AS MAIN EXCEPT FOR
C ERR = MATRIX TO STORE PREDICTED RESIDUALS
C TRIP = MATRIX OF NUMBER OF TIMES GATE3 IS
C EXCCEDED
C



























C PLOTGB = SUBROUTINE TO PLOT ADAPT GATE AND PREDICTED
C RESIDUAL FROM BEARING MEAS
C GRAHICS INPUT FILE ADAPT GATE AND PREDICTED
C RESIDUAL FROM BEARING MEAS
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS XXX
C SAME AS MAIN EXCEPT FOR
C ERR MATRIX TO STORE PREDICTED RESIDUALS
C TRIP = MATRIX OF NUMBER OF TIMES GATE3 IS
C EXCCEDED
C RESTR = MATRIX OF THE NUMBER OF RESTARTS FOR EACH
C MEAS












888 DO 6000 I=l,NBUOY
WRITE(18,80) I











SUBROUTINE ZGATEC E, GATE, R , W, GFL AG, KOUNT , GATE3 , TGATE)
C XXX PURPOSE XXX
C CALCS THE GATE3, AND RANDOM FORCING FUNC COV MATRIX VALUES
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS XXX
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR
C GATE1 = ONE SIGMA- (GATE + R) XX0.5
C























SUBROUTINE RSTARTCXB, XKKM1 , PKKM1
)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C REINITIALIZES THE PROGRAM
C
C XXX VARIABLE DEFINITONS XXX
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM
C
















SUBROUTINE GAUSS( DSEED, SIG,MEAN,Z, NFL AG)
C xxx PURPOSE XXX
C GAUSSIAN PSEUDO- RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
192
cc














C HRITE(6,92) (MEAN, Z(I), 1=1, NR)






SUBROUTINE GGUBS ( DSEED, NR,R)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C BASIC UNIFORM (0,1) PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
C
C








C D2P31M=(2**31) - 1
C D2P31 =(2**31)(0R AN ADJUSTED VALUE)
DATA D2P31M/2147483647.D0/
DATA D2P31/2147483648.D0/
C FIRST EXECUTABLE STATEMENT
DO 5 1=1, NR
DSEED DMOD( 16807. DOXDSEED, D2P31M)








C XXX PURPOSE XXX
C SUBROUTINE ADDS TWO MATRICES
C XXX VARIABLE DECLARATIONS XXX
DIMENSION ACND,MD),B(ND,MD),C(ND,MD)
C
DO 152 I = 1,N
DO 152 J = 1,M








C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C SUBROUTINE SUBTRACTS TWO MATRICES
C xxx VARIABLE DECLARATIONS xxx
DIMENSION A(ND,MD),B(ND,MD),C(ND,MD)
DO 152 I = 1,N
194
DO 152 J = 1,M







SUBROUTINE PRODCA, B, N,M, L,C, ND,MD, LD)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C SUBROUTINE MULTIPLES TWO MATRICES
C XXX VARIABLE DECLARATIONS XXX
DIMENSION A(ND,MD),B(MD,LD),C(ND,ID)
DO 1 I = 1,N
DO 1 J = i,L
1 CCI,J) = 0.
DO 151 I = 1,N
DO 151 J = 1,L
DO 151 K = 1,M







SUBROUTINE TRANS( A, N,M,C, ND, MD)
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSES A MATRIX
C xxx VARIABLE DECLARATIONS xxx
DIMENSION A(ND,MD),C(MD,ND)
DO 153 I = 1,N
DO 153 J = 1,M








SUBROUTINE CONST ( Q, A, N,M,C, ND,MD)
C XXX PURPOSE XXX
C SUBROUTINE MULTIPLES A MATRIX BY A CONSTANT
C XXX VARIABLE DECLARATIONS xxx
DIMENSION A(ND,MD),C(ND,MD)
IF(Q) 11,10,11
10 DO 100 I = 1,N
DO 100 J 1,M
100 C(I,J) 0.0
RETURN
11 IF (0-1.0) 13,12,13
12 DO 120 I = 1,N
DO 120 J = 1,M
120 CCI,J) A(I,J)
RETURN
13 IF (Q+1.0) 15,14,15
14 DO 140 I = 1,N
DO 140 J = 1,M
140 C(I,J) = -A(I,J)
RETURN
15 DO 150 I - 1,N
DO 150 J = 1,M
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C SAMPLE OF GRAPHICS PROGRAM.
C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE TARGET'S ACTUAL TRACK, THE FILTER
C ESTIMATED TRACK, THE BUOY PATTERN AND THE ERROR ELLIPSOIDS
C
C xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx
C MAJORITY OF THE VARIABLES ARE SAME AS IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
C XP = ERROR ELLIPSOIDS X COMP
C YP = ERROR ELLIPSOIDS Y COMP
C MZZ = NUMBER OF TRACK POINTS
C NN = NUMBER OF ERROR ELLIPSOID P0INTSC25 POINTS/ELLIPSE)
C DISSPLA TERMS ARE DEFINE IN THE DISSPLA BOOK
C
C


















CALL MX1ALF( , STANDART , , , & , )
CALL MXZALFCL/CSTDS •#')
C CALL PHYS0RC2. 0,2.0)
CALL AREA2D(6. 0,6.0)

















READ(4,X) (BFLAG(I),XB(I),YB(I),I = 1,NBU0Y)






































C xxx PURPOSE xxx
C SAMPLE GRAPHICS PROGRAM PLOTS THE PREDICTED RESIDUAL,
C ADAPTIVE GATE, AND THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE GATE IS EXCEEDED
C FIRST THE PROGRAM PLOTS THE GRAPHS FOR THE FREQ MEAS, THEN ON
C ANOTHER PAGE PLOTS THE GRAPHS FOR THE BEARING MEAS.
C HENCE AS SHOWN IN FIG. 6-10
C
C xxx VARIABLE DEFINITIONS xxx
C SAME AS MAIN PROGRAM, AND STANDARD DISSPLA TERMS
C













CALL MX1ALF( , STANDART , , , 4 , >








CALL YNAMECRESIDUAL 8 GATE MEAS$»,100)
CALL GRAFCXORIG, 'SCALE* ,XMAX,YORIG, 'SCALE* ,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL RLMESSCBUOY 1$ *, 100,70 . 0,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL THKCRV (0.01)
CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60,0)
C CALL CURVECT, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 60,0)
C CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESETC'DASH*)
CALL MARKERC2)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 60,-1)















CALL YNAMECRESIDUAL 8 GATE MEAS$',100)
CALL GRAFCXORIG, 'SCALE' ,XMAX,YORIG, 'SCALE* ,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)




CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60,0)
CALL CURVECT, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVE(T, ERR, 60,0)
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESET('DASH')
CALL MARKERC2)
CALL CURVE(T, TRIP, 60,-1)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 81,-1)














CALL YNAME( 'RESIDUAL & GATE MEAS$',100)
CALL GRAF(XORIG, 'SCALE', XMAX,YORIG, 'SCALE', YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)





CALL LINES CFREQ GATE** , IPAK, 1
)






CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60,0)
C CALL CURVE(T, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVE(T, ERR, 60,0)
C CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESETC'DASH 1 )
CALL MARKERC2)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 60,-1)
C CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 81,-1)

















CALL XNAMEC , TIMECMINS)$ , ,100)
CALL YNAMEC'RESIDUAL 8 GATE MEAS$»,100)
CALL GRAFCXORIG, •SCALE 1 ,XMAX,YORIG, 'SCALE 1 ,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL RLMESSC'BUOY 1$» , 100,70 . 0,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL THKCRV CO. 01)
CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60,0)
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C CALL CURVECT, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 60,0)
C CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESETC'DASH')
CALL MARKERC2)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 60,-1)
C CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 81,-1)
CALL RESETC'MARKER 1 )
CALL ENDGRCO)
C PLOT FOR BUOY 2












CALL XNAMEC'TIMECMINS)$ , ,100)
CALL YNAMEC RESIDUAL ft GATE MEAS$',100)
CALL GRAFCXORIC'SCALESXMAX^ORIG, 'SCALE', YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL RLMESSC'BUOY 2$» , 100, 10
.
, YMAX)
C CALL RLMESSC'BUOY 2$» , 100,70 ., YMAX)
CALL HEIGHTC0.15)
CALL THKCRV CO. 01)
CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60,0)
C CALL CURVECT, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 60,0)
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C CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESET('DASH')
CALL MARKER(2)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 60,-1)
C CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 81,-1)
CALL RESETC'MARKER 1 )
C CALL LEGEND(IPAK,2,1.,2.25)
CALL ENDGR(O)
C PLOT FOR BUOY 3













CALL XNAME('TIME(MINS)$ , ,100)




C CALL RLMESSCBUOY 3$ ' , 100, 10. ,YMAX)
CALL RLMESSCBUOY 3$» , 100,70 . ,YMAX)
CALL HEIGHT(0.15)
CALL LINESP (2.0)
CALL LINES CBRG GATES , IPAK, 1)
CALL LINES ( 'RESIDUALS ', IPAK, 2)




CALL MYLEGN ('BUOY 3$', 100)
CALL LEGLIN
CALL THKCRV (0.01)
CALL CURVECT, GATE, 60, TRIP)
CALL CURVE(T, GATE, 81,0)
CALL DASH
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 60,0)
CALL CURVECT, ERR, 81,0)
CALL RESETC'DASW 1 )
CALL MARKERC2)
CALL CURVE(T, TRIP, 60,-1)
CALL CURVECT, TRIP, 81,-1)
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